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By Lawrence GiBBons

Human rights in Australia went 
into a coma on April 21. On that 
day Federal Attorney General 
Robert McLelland quietly buried all 
prospects of a Bill of Rights here in 
Australia. 
From 2008 to 2009, the Rudd 
government spent $2 million 
consulting far and wide on a 
proposed human rights act. Of the 
more than 35,000 people interviewed 
by Father Frank Brennan’s Human 
Rights Consultation Committee, 
80 per cent supported a charter 
of human rights. In total more 
than 60,000 citizens petitioned the 
government for a Bill of Rights in 
Australia. 
Despite overwhelming public 
support, the Rudd government 
acceded to a vocal minority in the 
Labor Party and quietly killed 
any prospects for a Bill of Rights. 
Civil Liberties Australia President 
Dr Kristine Klugman proclaimed: 
“Power is compressing into the 
hands of the few – PM Rudd, a few 
Ministers and a handful of faceless 
advisers.” 
While certain members of the Labor 
Party’s right faction, such as former 
Premier Bob Carr and the State 
Attorney-General John Hatzistergos 
would have us believe that our rights 
are perfectly safe without a basic 
Charter of Human Rights here in 

Australia, the fact is Australians’ 
basic liberties are under threat by 
politicians on the right side of both 
political parties. 
On the evening of April 21, the 
state’s most senior public prosecutor, 
Nicholas Cowdery, QC made the 
point when he accused the State 
Attorney-General of wrongfully 
detaining innocent people in 
contravention of their human rights. 
The soon to retire Director of Public 
Prosecutions told Tony Jones on 
Lateline, “Over time, in response 
to tabloid outbursts… the present 
Attorney General, has introduced 
legislation which has amended the 
act and made it much more difficult 
to get bail.”
Cowdery continued: “The 
problem is that if you whittle away 
presumptions in favour of bail, 
you do tend to interfere with the 
presumption of innocence and you 
get an increased number of people 
who are put into prison on remand, 
bail refused, who ultimately are 
acquitted or released or charges are 
not proceeded with.” According to 
Cowdery, John Hatzistergos and 
his political godfather, Bob Carr, 
have been only too happy to play 
the law and order card – putting 
populist politics ahead of the rights of 
innocent people.   
The next day Bob Carr gloated in 
the pages of the Murdoch press: 
“The advocates of a human rights 

charter must be walking around as 
if they’ve suffered concussion or 
been mugged by reality. The federal 
government gave them an inquiry. 
The inquiry took nine months to 
agitate public opinion over rights. 
Geoffrey Robertson stumped the 
country and produced a book. And 
the federal cabinet said no. It makes 
me feel happy about Australia.” 
That the same politicians who have 
enacted a raft of laws whittling away 
at basic human rights in Australia 
should oppose judicial review of 
their draconian decisions is hardly 
surprising. After all it was Bob Carr 
who first sent sniffer dogs out on 
the streets to conduct search and 
seizures of innocent revellers. No 
doubt Hatzistergos would disapprove 
of a 2008 Canadian Supreme Court 
decision which held that the use 
of drug-sniffing dogs in a random 
search of an Ontario school violated 
Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, which governs 
what constitutes reasonable search 
and seizure. 
No Canadian court would ever 
allow sniffer dogs to attend a dance 
party. Nor would the Labor Party’s 
proposed Internet filter in Australia 
withstand a constitutional challenge 
were free speech enshrined in a bill of 
rights. In a rare 9-0 decision in 1996, 
the US Supreme Court struck down 
a law intended to outlaw so-called 
“indecent” online communication. 

The court found that free speech 
should be protected on the 
Internet and extended the same 
constitutional protections given to 
books, magazines, films, and spoken 
expression, to materials published 
on line. 
The idea of filtering Internet 
content is so repellent to American 
values of free speech that the US 
government has cautioned Rudd 
against censoring the net. No doubt 
the Obama administration has had 
similar conversations with another 
totalitarian government in China. 
After three years in office, the Rudd 
Labor Government has not revoked 
the country’s sedition laws, which 
were brought in by the Howard 
government. Australia remains 
on a list of countries, along with 
Zimbabwe, Fiji, Singapore and a raft 
of authoritarian nations, that do not 
have constitutional protections of free 
speech and have long used sedition 
laws to intimidate editors, publishers 
and journalists. 
As the Rudd government’s first 
term draws to an end, immigrants 
remain in detention indefinitely, in 
contravention of their basic human 
rights.  And Australia remains one 
of the few democratic nations whose 
constitution does not enshrine 
or protect the human rights of 
its citizenry. Bob Carr and John 
Hatzistergos must be very pleased 
with themselves. 
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CITY HubRIS

Dear City Hub,
It is without doubt that Sydney, Australia, is 
a far better place because of the City Hub – 
my favourite source of honest, courageous 
information. 
In fact it is THE paper I search religiously 
for each fortnight, and then sigh in relief as 
I rustle the first page open and drink in the 
intelligent, outspoken words. 
You know most people use the word radical 
for any view outside the square, but they 
are quite wrong. What is radical is how 
the establishment is f...ing with the law, 
their desires and therefore their version of 
outcomes, and most importantly, our minds. 
Of course this is not just local. I mean the 
global financial collapse (what a joke) was 
asking us all to get some wisdom around 
money, as are the Iceland ashes asking us all 
to slow down and take a fair dinkum look at 
our exquisite environment.
But since we are willing to sacrifice everything 
for money, who really cares as long as we 
rush around the world, country or city ASAP 
getting more of it? 
So Sydney, count your blessings that there 
is a strong, forthright voice in amongst the 
clinical, jargonish waffle that pretends to carry 

us all to the Nirvana realm of ‘everything 
wealthy’. 
The City Hub is a grand and provocative 
paper, and I’m so proud of it.
Sincerely
Robyn Catchlove

Dear City Hub,
After reading John Pilger’s letter of support 
to the socialist activists Peter Boyle and Paul 
Benedek, I wrote to the Vice Chancellor as 
an employee of Sydney University urging 
him to lift the bans on the basis that a ban 
may legitimise the politics of these activists. 
I spent many, many years in the organisation 
of these two activists.
Although I admire Pilger’s work, I am 
somewhat disturbed that he gives any credit 
to Green Left Weekly, a paper of dubious 
journalistic qualities, given that there 
are obviously other more sophisticated 
independent left-wing newspapers around 
such as the City Hub. This is just my two 
cents that perhaps not everything that Pilger 
attaches his name to is worthy of having 
attention.
Sincerely,
Emma To

leTTeRS

ATTACK THE STACK RALLY
Sunday, May 23, 3:30pm 
Stanley and Bourke Streets after  
Primo Italiano

Let the RTA know we have been dumped 
on long enough. Each day the RTA pumps 
thousands of tons of toxic fumes from the 
Eastern Distributor out of an unfiltered 
smokestack a the corner of Stanley and 
Palmer Streets. The RTA has been quietly 
rezoning the land around the smokestack 
without public consultation... and without 
considering its moral duty to provide 
carbon offsets to the very community it is 
gassing. The RTA promised the community 
a park at the corner of Bourke and Stanley 
Street, but did not disclose its secret 
plans to build residential units on what is 
currently open space. The RTA has refused 
to provide open space for community 
gardens. We reject any secret deals the 
City has made to rezone the land. We will 
not consent to the RTA selling off existing 
open space anywhere near the East 
Sydney smokestack. Join our Attack the 
Stack Facebook Group!
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By Pam Walker 
In the week the Rudd 
Government decided not to adopt 
a Human Rights Act, a campaign 
began to reinstate the human 
rights of Australia’s Indigenous 
people by putting an end to the 
NT Intervention.
At a public forum attended by 
more than 500 people on April 
23, Professor Larissa Behrendt, 
flanked by journalist and author 
John Pilger and Alyawarr Walk 
Off spokesman Richard Downs, 
launched a national call out 
against what they described 
as a discriminatory policy that 
has made life worse for the 
Aboriginal communities of the 
Northern Territory.
Stop the Intervention Collective 
Sydney (STICS), the forum 
organisers, described the 
intervention as a land grab and a 
violation of human rights. They 
reported a 77 per cent increase 
in domestic violence since the 
intervention, and only three 
houses built in the entire period, 
compared to 56 new homes built 
for the white managers involved 
in administering the policy.
John Pilger, who attended despite 
having the flu, said the Australian 
people could not consider 

themselves “innocent bystanders” 
if they stood by and allowed the 
intervention to continue. 
People were now looking past 
the picture postcard notion of 
Australia, he said, and seeing 
the injustice behind “a cynical 
concern for children”. 
He described the intervention 
as a con: “Uranium, gold, iron 
ore – these are the reasons why 
Aboriginal people are being 
humiliated in supermarkets.” 
Pilger warned Australian 
apartheid was being entrenched, 
and the “special measures” that 
control Aboriginal people on 
welfare would eventually apply  

to the rest of the population.
“I urge Australians to listen 
to Richard Downs and his 
colleagues and to support their 
actions because it ultimately 
affects all of us.” 
But Aboriginal academic 
Professor Behrendt stole the 
show, making an impassioned 
plea for the wider community 
to become aware that the NT 

Intervention policies are  
having a terrible impact on 
Aboriginal people.
Prof Behrendt singled out the 
“punitive welfare measures”, 
such as quarantining income, as 
being of particular concern, but 
other aspects of the Intervention 
she said “clearly aren’t working” 
included the compulsory 
acquisition of leases in exchange 
for housing money. Not only 
are Aboriginal people asked 
to surrender their titles to get 
housing money other Australians 
get without any such concessions, 
but those communities that have 
done so have so far received no 

additional money. Other concerns 
included poor housing, health 
and education, and the closing of 
the CDP work programs that has 
thrown people back on welfare – 
and quarantined income – despite 
doing the exact same job, but 
now through the Work for the 
Dole program. 
Alarmingly, there has been a rise 
in infant mortality rates and in 

children’s anaemia – from 20 per 
cent before the intervention to 55 
per cent now.
 “On the whole, the overall 
negative impacts outweigh the 
positive impacts,” she said. 
“The Intervention has actually 
made matters worse and the 
policies need a total rethink. 
“The government needs to scrap 
the approach that’s been taken, 
admit it’s not working and look at 
solutions people have always said 
will work.” 
Prof Behrendt said a lot of money 
spent in the intervention had 
been misdirected towards things 
that don’t work. 
“We can point to an $800 million 
housing policy that hasn’t built 
a house and $88 million in 
administrative costs for the first 

round of income quarantining 
and not $1 spent on a program.”
She described the intervention 
as “policy on the run, designed 
in 48 hours in Canberra with no 
consultation”. 
“The policy was sold to the 
public with seductive rhetoric 
that claimed it was all about 
protecting women and children 
but is actually driven by a 
suspicion of Aboriginal culture.
“It’s paternalism, a ‘we know 
what’s right for you’ approach 
– the same rhetoric that was 
used to justify the removal of 
Aboriginal children. 
“There is unequivocal mounting 
evidence these policies are failing 
and that they are based on latent 
racism that sees problems facing 
Indigenous people as being of 

their own making.” 
To enable the NT Intervention, 
it was necessary to suspend the 
Racial Discrimination Act and the 
Trade Practices Act.
Prof Behrendt said this is effect 
suspended the right of Aboriginal 
people to take their complaints to 
the Human Rights Commission, 
removing any protection from 
unintended consequences of the 
policy. That left only the United 
Nations as a place for appeal. 
“I would urge people who’ve 
taken the view that at least the 
government is doing something 
to look more deeply at what’s 
going on and to ask if that’s what 
they really think the government 
should be doing,” she said.
And there is no political 
opposition to the Intervention, 
which was Howard Government 
policy, backed by Tony Abbott.
“I’d love to see it become an 
election issue but there’s a danger 
in that,” Prof Behrendt said. 
“It was made an election issue last 
time and it has been a disaster for 
all involved. 
“I would like the broader 
community to realise this is 
a very negative policy that is 
having a very negative impact. 
“I’d like the government to have 
the courage to admit they all got 
it wrong.”  

John Pilger addresses the 500-strong crowd at the forum

Time to admit we got it wrong

feaTure

“We can point to an $800 million housing policy 
that hasn’t built a house and $88 million in  

administrative costs for the first round of income 
quarantining and not $1 spent on a program.”
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By RogeR Hanney
In late April, a Wilderness 
Society activist had a win in 
the Tasmanian Supreme  
Court against The Wilderness 
Society (TWS) itself.
In late 2009, a small group 
of 14 held a TWS meeting 
that had only been advertised 
in one small Tasmanian 
newspaper and not notified to 
group activists or branches. 
A non-representative group 
of five - Lyn Goldsworthy, 
Larry O’Loughlin, Lena 
Aahlby, Rosemary Norwood, 
Christine Olsen – named 
in the case as the second 
respondent, were appointed 
at that meeting to the national 
management committee.
The Court heard and granted 
an action by TWS member, 
Anthony Esposito, deeming 
the meeting not to be an 
AGM for the purposes of 
TWS’s own constitution, the 
appointments made to be 
invalid, and resolutions passed 
at the meeting to be invalid.

Behind the scenes there 
has been an ongoing battle 
between campaign managers 
and executive director Alec 
Marr over the direction 
TWS needs to take in the 
field and in working with 
community groups on 
current campaigns. Had the 
court given legitimacy to the 
effectively secret meeting and 
its resolutions, it would have 
been a victory for backroom 
politics that have seen field 
activists increasingly under 
attack from environmentalists 
used to working with TWS.
In response to Mr Esposito’s 
victory, campaign managers 
from TWS released a joint 
statement, characterising the 
outcome as “an unequivocal 
victory for Campaign Centres, 
for staff and members”. 
They have called for the 
complete removal of this 
“illegitimate group” and are 
seeking to restore trust at 
every level of the organisation.
The statement declares: “This 

is a total vindication of what 
we have been arguing about 
– the lack of legitimacy of 
this Management Committee, 
and their Executive Director, 
Alec Marr.  They have no 
mandate, no authority, and no 
credibility.
“We now call for the current 
Committee to move into 
caretaker mode, and to stand 
down Alec Marr immediately.”
Activists in TWS home 
state of Tasmania have 
been particularly aggrieved 
of late as the organisation 
has publicly endorsed and 
promoted levels of plantation 
timber and pulp production 
more in line with forestry 
agencies and operators than 
with local communities and 
green campaigners.
An extraordinary meeting 
on May 2 might be the first 
opportunity for the charity 
to set things right, as the 
campaign managers push for 
sweeping changes at executive 
and management level.

By RogeR Hanney
On a Tuesday in late April, city 
residents awoke to an unusual 
sight at Lady Macquarie’s Chair – 
police using the cherry-picker on 
a fire truck to remove a man from 
a hammock strung between trees 
across from the Opera House and 
Harbour Bridge.
Known as a “tree sit”, this device 
is more common in protests to 
block mining roads or loggers trying 
to access forests. Organised by 

National Parks Association of NSW 
working alongside The Wilderness 
Society, the action aimed to draw 
attention to Premier Kristina 
Keneally’s plan to log the red gums 
of Millewa Forest on the Murray 
River. These trees are part of a 
wetland estate that the independent 
Natural Resource Council of NSW 
has recommended be protected, 
and which former Premier Nathan 
Rees tried to protect as he was 
headed for the door.

“Allowing logging in the globally 
significant Millewa Forest is an act  
of environmental vandalism,” said 
Peter Cooper, the aerial activist.
“Premier Keneally must protect 
the entirety of this forest if she 
hopes to be able to take any 
environmental credentials to the 
next election.
“We’ve brought the forest  
protest to Parliament’s backyard 
– and we’ll be here for as long as 
it takes.”
But the protest was cut short as 
police responded rapidly to remove 
and arrest Mr Cooper. 

Wilderness Society defeats itself

An arresting sight
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By Kieran adair 
A landmark trial has just 
come to a close in Sydney’s 
Supreme Court, and the coming 
judgment is expected to have 
far-reaching consequences on 
press freedom and investigative 
journalism in Australia. It could 
also see a prominent Sydney 
reporter and his producer 
imprisoned for two years. 
The case, which ended on April 
12, saw television journalist 
Ben Fordham and his producer 
Andrew Byrne, defending 

themselves against alleged 
breaches of the Listening 
Devices Act (LDA). 
The charges came after the 
pair secretly recorded, then 
broadcast, a conversation in 
which a former Liberal mayor 
of Waverley Council allegedly 
ordered a $12,000 hit on a male 
prostitute  known as ‘Alex’. 
A few weeks later – as Fordham 
was handing over the recordings 
to the Sydney Police Centre – 
the report ‘Murder Mayor’ went 
to air, and the former politician 
was arrested on charges of 
soliciting to murder. 
The Crown has stated 
throughout the trial that 
Fordham had no ‘lawful 
interest’ in recording the 
conversation, arguing that his 
real interest was to win his 
station ratings. 
But there is a view that his 
investigation saved ‘Alex’s’ life 
and the charges are a misuse 
of the Act, introduced in 1984 
to protect individual privacy 

against potential abuse of 
surveillance technology. At the 
time, the contribution these 
technologies could make to 
the crime fighter’s arsenal was 
also recognised – listening 
devices can expose secret 
information that’s necessary to 
keep the public safe (such as 
wiretaps on members of violent 
gangs and suspected terrorist 
organisations). 
To balance this conflict between 
freedom and public safety, and 
stop the technology from being 
misused, the Act required police 
to obtain a warrant before 
any covert surveillance could 
take place. Although these 
standards as they apply to police 
are generally accepted, it has 
remained contentious whether 
they should apply equally 
to journalists, particularly in 
cases where it would otherwise 
be impossible to expose 
information that is in the public 
interest. 
The Press Council of Australia 

has repeatedly expressed its 
concern over the restrictions 
anti-surveillance laws have 
placed on journalists. They 
argue that the ‘proper 
running of society must take 
precedence over the private 
rights to privacy... where illegal, 
unethical or dangerous conduct 
is being covered up’. 
There are many examples 
where recordings have helped to 
expose illegal behaviour. In the 
USA, a recording  of Rodney 
King’s brutal arrest, filmed on 
his video camera by bystander 
George Holliday, resulted in 
two officers being convicted for 
their use of excessive force. In 
Sydney, members of CopWatch 
work to monitor and record 
police misconduct. 
And hidden cameras were used 
in the documentary The Cove 
to expose Japanese slaughter of 
dolphins in an area otherwise 
inaccessible to the public. 
Fordham and Byrne are 
currently awaiting judgment.

A Current Affair ruling imminent

Reporter Ben Fordham

By Jeremy Brown
Federal Government plans to 
introduce legislation for stand-
alone whistleblower protection 
by the end of this year will 
provide cover for the entire 
Australian public sector. 
On making the announcement, 
Cabinet Secretary Senator Joe 
Ludwig said the Government 
would develop legislation “to 
facilitate proper reporting 
of corruption, misconduct 
or other wrongdoing in the 
Commonwealth public sector”. 
He said the legislation would 
deal with, “Matters that not 
only threaten immediate 
and serious harm to public 
health and safety, but also 
matters relating to corruption, 
maladministration, wastage 
of public funds and official 
misconduct”.
These matters may be 
disclosed to third parties, such 
as the media, if appropriate.
A recently released Australian 
Law Reform Commission Report 
calls for the repeal of Section 70 

of the Commonwealth Crimes 
Act that imposes penalties 
for disclosing confidential 
government business. 
Australia’s current laws offer 
no protection for federal 
employees, although legislation 
is in place in most states and 
territories – and they are all 
overloaded with far more 
complaints than they can 
investigate. 
Professor Brian Martin of 
Wollongong University said 
there was no known case of 
“an Australian whistleblower 
being helped by any of the 
whistleblower acts now on any 
of the books in Australia”.
But Australia does score in 
the top 10 per cent for ethical 
governance among OECD 
countries, a clear indication  
of a worldwide problem 
that reveals a deep layer of 
government secrecy.  
A survey by the Whistleblowers 
Australia group showed that no 
countries in the OECD offered 
effective protection.

Whistleblower’s lament
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It was Thursday night and 
Joadja and I were flopped in 
front of telly watching the 
latest Englishman who knows 
all about something.
This one was a keffiyah-
wearing Anglican Arabist who 
lives in the Yemen and he was 
taking us all along in search of 
Muhammad Ibn Battuta, the 
14th Century Arab traveller 
who made Marco Polo look 
like a Sunday excursionist.
“Tim Mackintosh-Smith. Isn’t 
he just lovely,” said Joadja.
I had to agree. I’d learned 
something already. I’d thought 
a tangerine was a piece of fruit 
and already I’d discovered 
it was somebody who hails 
from Tangiers. Where does 
the BBC find this never-
ending cavalcade of wonderful 
Englishmen who know all 
about something, who impart 
knowledge so effortlessly and 
so pleasurably. 
“And speaking of Arabs,” I 
remarked, unscrewing a bottle 
of Old Tranglefoot Best Dry 
Cider, “just recently there was 

the lovely English Muslim 
who went in search of Islamic 
science in the historical bit 
between the ancient Greeks 
and the Renaissance”.
“Yeah, wasn’t that fascinating? 
That was Jim Al-Khalili, a 
physicist, and a Baghdadi, 
apparently.”
“And what about that madly 
enthusiastic Englishman who 
knew all about the history of 
India? You remember, with a 
limp and a blue scarf.”
“And a satchel. That was 
Michael Wood. He was also 

the Englishman who knew all 
about Alexander the Great, 
and back in 1980, he knew all 
about railways. They used to 
call him ‘the thinking woman’s 
crumpet’.”
“And last year there was the 
Englishman who knew about 
gardens. He had a satchel too. 
What’s with the satchel thing?”
“Ah, that was Monty Don. He 
was a scream!” 
“How the hell do you 
remember all these names?” I 
muttered.
“How could you forget talent 
like this? As for the satchel, 
well, a traveller has to have a 
bag of some sort and a satchel 
is more casually insouciant 
than a day pack”.
“Hey, but my all-time favourite 
was the crazy buck-toothed 
English nun who knew all 
about art.”
“Now we’re going back a way. 
You’re talking about Sister 
Wendy Beckett. Wasn’t she 
lovely? She was a Carmelite 
who lived all alone in a 
caravan.”

“But I loved how she was 
always posed in her spotless 
wimple in front of dirty 
paintings by Rubens or 
Caravaggio – waxing lyrical 
about flesh tones or breasts … 
even, if I recall rightly ‘fluffy’ 
pubic hair.”
“She was a natural! At the 
BBC they used to call her 
‘One Take Wendy’.”
“Almost stranger was that 
recent, dreadlocked, body-
building, black English 
theologian who looked like 
Dave Lister from Red Dwarf and 
who went in search of Jesus.”
“Robert Beckford. I loved 
the episode when he was 
interviewing an Israeli couple 
who were Christian converts 
and a bunch of mad Zionist 
settlers rioted outside.”
“And I remember this bloke’s 
name – Tony Robinson, 
the Englishman who knew 
all about the worst jobs in 
history. That was fascinating. 
And we’ve not mentioned 
the ultimate effortlessly nice, 
knowledgeable, Englishman – 

David Attenborough, the bloke 
who knows all about wildlife.”
“So what is it? How do the 
Poms do it?”
“Well, firstly you gotta have 
people who know all about 
things.”
“That can’t be it. There must 
be lots of Americans and 
Australians who know all 
about stuff.”
“Must be, but mostly they’re 
just lousy at telling you about 
it, or at least the Americans are 
… we wouldn’t know about 
Aussies because we’ve hardly 
done that sort of doco. The 
English are affable, infectiously 
enthusiastic, modest, 
even – dare I say it? – self-
deprecating.”
“Americans can’t do self-
deprecation. They think it’s a 
weakness or something. And 
they talk far too much.”
“Why doesn’t Our ABC do 
stuff like this?”
“Well mostly Australia just 
does Australian wildlife docos 
fronted by pseudo-rugged 
philosopher bushman types 

in khaki and silly hats. Surely 
there are some personable 
Australian academic types who 
can hit the road in search of 
Asian art, or Asian wildlife, or 
the Vietnam War, or Middle 
Eastern archaeology or 
Melanesian art or excellence in 
public transport. Why can’t we 
do that?”
“Just no commitment to TV 
as a knowledge tool. And ’cos 
we specialise in creepy stuff 
like Australian Story and even 
creepier metrosexual stuff like 
Elders with that, what’s-his-
name …”
“Denton.”
“Yeah, him. Speaking of David 
Attenborough, remember 
Denton’s creepy interview with 
him? Here’s a bloke who’s 
lived an absolutely fascinating 
life as a zoologist and a BBC 
producer and programmer 
and who made the blockbuster 
doco what it is today, and 
Denton just kept bringing the 
interview back to ‘feelings’ and 
other Gen-X American shit.”
www.brushtail.com.au

Englishmen who know all about stuff

http://www.brushtail.com.au
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By Dana McCauley 
The chief executive officer of 
the state’s peak AIDS body has 
attacked an anti-gay Anglican 
group planning a new church in 
Surry Hills.
Trainee Minister Toby Neal, an 
advocate of gay conversion therapy, 
will lead a weekly church service in 
the function hall of the Surry Hills 
Library and Community Centre.
But Aids Council of NSW 
(ACON) chief executive officer 
Nicolas Parkhill opposes the 
plan, saying it threatens mental 
health and safety in the local gay 
community.
“ACON is always concerned about 
any activities which add to the 
discrimination, stigma and social 
exclusion experienced by members 
of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and 

transgender (GLBT) 
community,” he said.
“Negative attitudes to 
homosexuality have 
a significant impact 
on the health and 
wellbeing of GLBT 
people, affecting both 
their safety and their 
mental health.
“To us it seems far 
more productive to 

encourage people to embrace and 
celebrate social diversity rather than 
judge and condemn people for who 
they love.” 
Mr Neal said gay people would 
be welcomed and treated as 
equally sinful as the rest of the 
congregation: “We don’t want to be 
confrontational. If gay people come 
to our church, we aren’t going to 
tell them to stop having sex.” 
But embracing Christianity would 
mean “trusting that God’s plan for 
their sexuality is good for them”, 
he said.
For young people struggling 
to fit the mould, Mr Neal 
recommended Liberty Christian 
Ministries, described on its website 
as a support service for “men 
and women who struggle with 
unwanted same sex attraction”. 

The organisation provides referrals 
to counsellors “with expertise in 
the area of unwanted same sex 
attraction”. 
Counselling or therapy aimed 
at changing a person’s sexuality, 
sometimes called gay conversion 
therapy, is a controversial 
psychological practice. Views 
within the medical establishment 
diverge on its effectiveness and 
whether it is harmful or unethical. 
Spokesperson for youth counselling 
service Twenty10 David Moutou 
said young people who were 
questioning their sexual identities 
were in a vulnerable position. 
“We know from research that those 
who experience negative attitudes 
to this… are at increased risk of 
mental health issues and self harm,” 
he said. “This is an issue of safety 
and building welcoming and strong 
communities.”
The City of Sydney is a key 
partner in the Lesbian and Gay 
Anti-Violence Project’s “Speak Up” 
Campaign launched in February. 
Displayed in the Surry Hills Library 
and Community Centre are posters 
warning against homophobic 
violence. 
A City of Sydney spokesperson 
said: “The City is committed 

to developing, maintaining 
and supporting all our diverse 
communities including the Gay, 
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender 
community.”
Responsibility for managing the 
function hall bookings lies with the 
Surry Hills Neighbourhood Centre 
(SHNC), which leases the upper 
levels of the building from the City 
of Sydney. 
A term of the lease grants the 
SHNC free use of the function hall 
for 42 hours each week. Renting 
the space out to various community 
groups is one of the ways the not-
for-profit SHNC raises its funds.
Mr Neal said his group had booked 
the space well into 2011 and will 
continue to meet there for further 
planning meetings and, eventually, 
regular Sunday services. A pamphlet 
obtained from Mr Neal lists the next 
two meetings, on April 24 and June 
26 from 10 am to 12 pm. SHNC 
President Sara Lubowitz said she was 
unaware of the group’s plans. 
She wrote in an email: “The 
SHNC has not received any formal 
request from a Christian group 
to hold weekly church services 
at the centre. We are at present 
finalising our Room Hire Policy 
and Guidelines.”

Anti-gay church threat to locals By DaviD Duffy
An article in the March edition of the City Hub titled “Anti 
Fascist protests at Humanist House” suggests we have 
attracted extreme fringe elements and far right activists have 
taken advantage of the open forum to present talks such as 
that in defence of the White Australia policy. 
It then discusses the recruiting policy of the Public 
Information Forum (PIF), a group that hired Humanist House 
once a month for some years, and was the target of an angry 
demonstration on October 2. 
One might assume there was some nexus between the open 
forum and the PIF as they are mentioned almost in the same 
breath as nurseries of extremism. The question hinted at is 
that perhaps PIF recruits members from the open forum. 
I cannot speak for PIF but I can speak for the Open Forum 
since I have been its convenor since 1973. 
Out of 1700 open forums I have chaired over the past 37 
years, right wing extremists have presented maybe 20 – 10 
would be more accurate. 
The Wednesday night open forum is a well-known part 
of the Chippendale landscape. It has been held weekly at 
Humanist House in Shepherd Street off Broadway since April 
1971 and features guest speakers who have covered the 
broadest cross section of topics ever presented in the talks 
business in NSW. They have included representatives of most 
religions, every kind of political speaker, philosophers, New 
Age people, hypnotherapists, trade union leaders, scientists, 
diplomats, world travellers, artists, historians and well-
known public figures. The audience is highly interactive and 
many speakers were impressed with the level of response: 
an average attendance of 30 will elicit at least 20 questions.
The open forum welcomes opinions but will not tolerate 
personal insults, slander or vilification. Because the meetings 
are open to the public there is a risk factor. 
A few aggro dysfunctional or extremist people are bound 
to filter in from time to time: a few have been excluded but 
others have drifted away.  It is unfair to judge the forum by 
the occasional bad apple. I’m proud of the forum, of its guest 
speakers and its audiences. 
For a list of speakers visit www.hsnsw.asn.au. Click archives.

Open Forum 40 years on

The neighbourhood centre

http://www.hsnsw.asn.au




Gourmet gifts and restaurant experiences are always brilliant options for this year’s rapidly 
approaching Mother’s Day. To be sure you’re not caught short on Sunday 9th May, 2010 
I’d suggest you reserve your table promptly. For me, the day is always a little fraught. Even 
with spending as much time as I do in restaurants, I am on tenterhooks when it comes to 
suggesting a restaurant to my Mother! Too often my idea of a great or interesting restaurant 
is met with a frown. She’s not a fan of austere modern decor; she finds silver service 
intimidating; and in recent years she has replaced the fiery chillies I recollect from childhood 
visits to Malaysia with blander, more conservative flavours. What’s a girl to do? 

EAT & DRINK By Jackie McMillan jackie@alternativemediagroup.com

Seafood
In preparation for this column I did a 
reconnaissance at Nick’s Seafood in 
the family friendly surrounds of Darling 
Harbour. I road-tested the Seafood 
Platter For Two ($159.50) with a rather 
lovely (and totally Mother-friendly) 2008 
Clonale Chardonnay ($54/bottle). On 
the day I dined, the Airlie Beach Prawns 
were exceptional, the calamari was nicely 
tender, but the Moruya oysters were still a 
bit creamy. It’s a fairly straight-up seafood 
platter with a fair whack of fried seafood, 
but my Mum’s not against a ‘Fisherman’s 
Basket’. She’ll love the whole lobster, and 
feel chuffed when she’s singled out for a 
glass of sparkling wine on the house. 
www.nicks-seafood.com.au or call 
(02) 9264 1212

Salt and Pepper Prawns ($31.80) 
are an absolute highlight at Neptune 
Palace Restaurant in Circular Quay. 
They’re experts at both Malay and Chinese 
dishes and have a cracking wine list that 
will please even the fussiest drinker – I’d 
suggest taking a train. Their large menu 
makes it hard to choose so it’s lucky that on 
Mother’s Day they are offering a sumptuous 
Seafood Banquet ($78/head) at a really 
exceptional price when you consider it 
contains prawns, lobster with ginger and 
shallot, salmon and delectable Kelantan 
scallops. Everyone at the table will get a free 
glass of bubbly to get the meal off on the 
right foot.
www.neptunepalace.com.au or call 
(02) 9241 3338

At the pricier end of things, Flying Fish’s 
Head Chef Jodie Wallace has designed a 
six course Degustation Menu ($165/
head) using only the freshest Australian 
seafood. Take into consideration that 
they’ve got a gift sewn up too though, 
because the price also includes a copy of 
‘Recipes My Mother Cooked’ for Mum. 
It’s personally signed by Peter Kuruvita 
who had this to say: “Growing up Mum 
taught me to be self sufficient from a 
young age and being able to share her 
recipes with food lovers is a way I can 
show thanks. Mother’s Day at Flying Fish 
is going to be a special occasion and we 
hope guests will enjoy our exceptional 
degustation menu.” 
www.flyingfish.com.au or call 
(02) 9518 6677 

The King Street Wharf precinct is also a 
great choice with an array of restaurants 
including Eleven Kitchen & Cellar, 
Steersons Steakhouse and Malaya, 
with offers to suit all budgets. The 
Spring Bay Tasmanian Mussel specialists, 
Bungalow 8, are offering a Ladies 
Who Lunch ($40/head) selection 
of accessible sharing plates with a free 
glass of bubbles for Mum. If she’s a bit 
adventurous, go for innovative Japanese 
at Kobe Jones for a Mother’s Day 
Menu ($85/head) which includes crab 
salad stuffed with avocado wrapped in 
snapper and then baked with a secret 
sauce. They’ll reward Mums with a rose 
and chocolates upon arrival. If Mum finds 
walking difficult, the whole precinct is 
serviced by a handy new parking station 
right across the road.
www.ksw.com.au

SweetS
If cakes are the way to your Mum’s heart, 
High Tea with a Twist ($45/person) at 
The Loft High Tea Lounge makes a great 
alternative to lunch.  Enjoy mouth watering 
savoury treats, tasty tea infused cocktails 
and delicious sweets.
www.theloftsydney.com or call 
(02) 9299 4770

You can also partake of delicious fresh cut 
sandwiches, Danishes, pastries, scones, petit 
fours and a glass of sparkling wine above the 
Sydney skyline at Astral Bar. Their High 
Tea ($65/head) will be a little more upbeat 
than most with live music on offer too. 
www.astralrestaurant.com.au or call 
1800 700 700

If you’re not so keen on eating those 
calorific cakes, give Mum a gift voucher so 
she can take a friend to the Opera High 

Tea ($145/head) at the Sydney Opera 
House. It’s a gorgeous waterside setting 
– an acoustically perfect room in a World 
Heritage listed building – plus great cakes 
and a chance to get up close and personal 
with an Opera principal. She can redeem 
her voucher as early as May 19th.  
www.sydneyoperahouse.com or call 
(02) 9250 7250

If lofty heights are not for you, celebrate 
a more down-to-earth Mother’s Day at 
Rozelle’s Ruby L’otel. Mums get to choose 
from an extensive selection of delicious 
menus and sip on complimentary 
champagne during lunch and dinner. 
Chef has come up with an extra special 
strawberry mascarpone dessert to mark 
the occasion; and word on the street is 
that Firass Dirani (star of Underbelly: The 
Golden Mile) has been known to dine there 
too, so keep your eyes peeled!
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Level Up Your Brownie Points with Mum

BookS
There’s something about Mums 
and baking that goes hand in hand. 
Accomplished bakers could still 
learn a trick or two from Deniz 
Gokturk’s Turkish Bakery 
Delight (RRP $29.95) released 
this month by New Holland. 
Turkey is situated on the 
“crossroads between Europe, 
Asia and Africa”, and it has a 
lot to offer bakers, especially if 
you like sesame seeds, walnuts, 
pistachios, cheese, black cumin 
seeds and cinnamon. Mum will 
soon be baking Tahini Bread, 
Pastry Cigars and Yoghurt Cakes 
– which will make a nice change 
from last week’s Anzac Biscuits! 

It might not be a recent release, but Luke 
Nguyen’s The Songs of Sapa (RRP 
$69.95) would still make a wonderful 
Mother’s Day gift. The book documents 
in words, recipes and photos Luke’s 
personal and culinary journey into 
Vietnam, culminating in Saigon where he is 

reunited with family. The recipes even get 
a seal of approval from other Vietnamese 
restauranteurs. During a wonderfully 
fragrant meal at Darlinghurt’s new An Nam 
Bar and Grill, French-Vietnamese owner 
Sonia Cru said if you follow Luke’s recipes 
precisely “the flavours and aromas of each 
dish mirror exactly what you would find 
in a Vietnamese home”. It’s in stock at The 
Essential Ingredient in Rozelle. It’s also 
available on a DVD called Luke Nguyen’s 
Vietnam (RRP $29.95) from JB Hi-Fi.

If your Mum is already a great cook, food 
blogger Jules Clancy has a gift that will 
keep her recipes alive for years to come. 
She’s offering an instructional ebook to 
show Mum how easy it is to create her 
own professional, personalised family 
cookbook. Jules lost her Mum to cancer in 
2007. Last year she shared her Mum’s no-
fuss Australian recipes in a self-published 
cookbook called And The Love Is Free 
($29.95). If you buy it, you’ll get her 
ebook guide How to Bake Your Family 
Cookbook ($9.95) thrown in for free. 
www.thestonesoup.com

Opera House

Nick’s Seafood

The Loft

Neptune Palace Restaurant

Ruby L’otel

mailto:jackie@alternativemediagroup.com
http://www.nicks-seafood.com.au
http://www.neptunepalace.com.au
http://www.flyingfish.com.au
http://www.ksw.com.au
http://www.theloftsydney.com
http://www.astralrestaurant.com.au
http://www.sydneyoperahouse.com
http://www.thestonesoup.com
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Pricing
$ - mains less than $15
$$ - mains between $15-$22
$$$ - mains between $22-$30
$$$$ - mains over $30

DArLO, KingS X & 
SUrrY HiLLS

Petrol 
Clever foodies fuel up on the 
fine brunch offerings of owner/
chef Clinton Whiteman (ex-
Rockpool) before visiting Harris 
Farm. An earthy skillet of Black 
Pudding and Bean Stew ($18.50) 
with Gruyere, and a good Three 
Egg Tortilla ($17.50) gesture 
toward the evening tapas menu; 
but you’ll also find a decadent 
platter of Cinnamon French Toast 
($16.50). They’re all eclipsed by the 
extraordinary Chicken Liver Pate 
($16.50) autumnally scattered with 
toasted pine nuts and an orange, 
fig and sultana compote. There’s 
an interesting wine list, their own 
brand of organic rain forest coffee, 
and a Coconut, Basil and Blueberry 
Frappe ($7.50) that’s alchemy in a 
glass!
9 Springfield Avenue, Potts Point 
(02) 9331 5048 
www.petrol-pottspoint.com
Café/Tapas $$

Tomislav restaurant 
Fall down the rabbit hole with 
the whimsical dishes of Tomislav 

Martinovic. Contemplate the 
understated menu on the balcony 
with clever Smith’s Crisps inspired 
Rice Crackers ($6). Sydney Rock 
Oysters ($12/22) explode between 
lemon sorbet and soy. Roast Red 
Gate Farm Quail ($19) is teasingly 
Thai; a Poached Comboyne Hen’s 
Egg ($18) with smoked potato 
cream and Kurobuta sausage is 
comfort anew. O’Connor Scotch 
Fillet ($30) with bone marrow and 
grilled mango puree is a strangely 
compelling collision. Desserts are 
pure fun, from the popping Dark 
Chocolate Mousse ($14) to the 
deconstructed Cheese Cake ($14) 
with Sydney’s best rhubarb sorbet. 
2/13 Kirketon Road, Darlinghurst 
(02) 9356 4535 
www.tomislav.com.au
Modern Australian  $$$$

An nam Bar & grill
Bury your nose in the fragrant 
Vietnamese herb garden of Chao 
Tom ($20) grilled prawn paste in 
a French provincial setting with 
shaded chandeliers and a classic 
colonial era sliding screen. Owner 
Sonia Cru’s enthusiasm for home 
style Vietnamese dishes inspires 
my choice of Hanoi style Grilled 
Bass Groper ($18) with bright dill 
on charred tender fish. The under-
priced Bo Kho ($18) is a stunning 
four-hour beef stew with sweet 
pumpkin and springy sprouts, offset 
nicely by the lemon/lime Lengs & 
Cooter 2008 Watervale Riesling 

($26/bottle). End with a Claret 
Cobbler ($12) cocktail with vodka 
and Framboise.
Shop 6B, 431 Bourke Street, Surry 
Hills (02) 9380 8007
Vietnamese $$-$$$

rOcKS & cBD

neptune Palace 
This tucked away Circular Quay 
gem’s been here for seventeen 

years, serving up beautifully cooked 
Braised King Crab with Singapore 
Chilli Sauce (market price $78/kilo) 
with a comprehensive wine list. 
Try a stunning 2006 Johanneshof 
Gewürztraminer ($68) with good 
Chinese dishes like succulent Salt 
and Pepper Prawns ($31.80) and 
tender Diced Fillet Steak with 
Wasabi Sauce ($29.80). Malay 
offerings like creamy, Penang 
Kapitan Chicken ($22.80) and 
a dry, intense Daging Rendang 

($22.80) are even better, as are 
Malay desserts like Pandan Crepe 
($7.80). Service feels like you’re in 
good hands.
Level 1 Gateway Building, Corner of 
Pitt and Alfred Streets, Circular Quay 
(02) 9241 3338 
www.neptunepalace.com.au
Chinese/Malaysian $$$$

Menya 
Circular Quay is the lucky 
recipient of the third branch of 

this successful Japanese noodle 
bar chain. It’s full at lunch times 
but pleasantly undiscovered in the 
early evenings. A bowl of their best 
Dragon Ramen ($11.90) topped 
with chilli pork mince is wonderful 
– the stock is well-reduced and 
rich with aged soy sauce. Cha-shu 
Lover’s Ramen ($14.90) has greater 
subtlety and lovely roast pork. Add 
additional toppings Dried Seaweed 
($0.50), Chilli Shallots ($2.50/50g) 
or Seasoned Egg ($2/2 pieces); 

Al Aseel *nEW* 
Sydney’s definitive Lebanese dining 
experience is now in Surry Hills. 
Before I dined here, I stupidly believed 
I knew good felafel from bad. Enter the 
benchmark aromatic Felafel ($6.90) 
with crunchy, thin exteriors and lightly 
spiced, bright green interiors. Your 
journey begins with complimentary pickles; nuts too if you buy a drink, 
and the soft, lightly floral château Ksara Blanc de Blancs ($40) from 
Lebanon makes a lovely companion drop. You’re also gifted with a plump 
bag of fluffy Lebanese bread. Use it to enjoy a bountiful raw Vegetable 
Plate ($30) with juicy ripe tomatoes that resonate with excellent olive 
oil and creamy, garlic Toom ($6.90). Kibbeh naya ($11.90) arrives 
pink and lewd; one bite of this raw, lean minced lamb and you’ll be 
hooked. By now I’m drowning in an abundant feast of the senses – smoky 
Baba ghanouj ($9.90) rolls on my tongue with achingly tender cubes 
of Laham Mishwee ($17.90/3 skewers); impossibly moist Fried 
Kibbe ($8.90) tango with excellent Hommos ($8.50). Juicy chicken 
breast in Shish Tawook ($17/90/3 skewers) is another standout; 
Mansaf Lamb ($22.90) on seasoned rice is a revelation! If I thought 
I’d be able to get back up, I’d have retired to the cute cushion corner for 
sweets and a hookah; but there’s always next time!
529 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills (02) 9690 1099
Lebanese $$-$$$ 

Bangbang cafe *nEW* 
Word on the street is: 2pm is scone 
o’clock week days at BangBang. Pull 
up a shiny, silver drum stool as they 
pull out fluffy, buttery lemonade 
Scones ($4.50) from the oven. 
They’re possibly the best scones 
I’ve tried, accompanied by butter, 
whipped cream, and hand-made 
Jam Lady Jam. On hot days I’d wash 
them down with a Stolen Recipe Iced Tea ($3.90). Most other days I’d 
watch the feathers dance on the muscular, tattooed arm of latte art 
champion Phil Capdor; he makes a lovely Campos Coffee too. Now I’ve 
already waxed lyrical about DJ Alan Thompson’s homely UK brekkies, 
and the crack-like appeal of his tatty scones on the Scottish Brekkie 
($13.50), so it’s partially my fault weekends are booming. But as the 
Bugaboo clique with designer prams have discovered, this is the ideal 
place to enjoy a quiet mid-week lunch – with the added attraction of 
watching uber-cool Surry Hills staff fawn over your small folk. To eat I’d 
recommend the generously proportioned Wagyu Burger ($12.90) with 
demure crisps (how British); or the Posh Fish Finger Sanga ($12.50) 
for a nostalgic trip back to the childhood you never had, because these 
freshly breaded Flathead fillets don’t come out of a packet!  
113 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills (02) 9281 0018 
Cafe  $-$$

mailto:jackie@alternativemediagroup.com
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http://www.neptunepalace.com.au
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or fill out your meal with sides 
like King Fish Sashimi ($19.90/12 
piece) and Edamame ($5). It’s 
BYO/licensed and an ideal quick, 
inexpensive pre-theatre feed. 
20 Loftus Street, Circular Quay 
(02) 9251 8280 www.menya.com.au
Japanese $

Essen Restaurant 
The mere suggestion of rain sends 
me here for Deep Fried Camembert 
($10), a freshly-baked Bretzel ($3.50) 
and a dry Henkell Trocken Piccolo 
($9). Friday nights see a regular 
turnover of tables and a convivial 
hum with clinking steins and gasps 
when heaving plates of tender Roast 
Pork ($24.50) land. I also tried a 
strongly flavoured plate of Blinde 
Vink ($23.50) or rolled lamb mince 
in smoke-blackened speck with 
excellent potato rosti. Dessert is 
worth a look – the airy Bavarian 
Crème ($10) vanilla-bean enriched 
custard with berries poached in 
red wine, gets my vote. Enjoy it 
with a German brandy flavoured 
Rudesheimer Kaffee ($8.20).
133-135 Broadway, Ultimo 
(02) 9211 3805 
www.essenrestaurant.com.au 
Germanic  $$-$$$

INNER WEST 
(Pyrmont/Balmain
Leichhardt/Glebe)

The Riverview Hotel
This sensitively renovated gastro-
pub dining room is very Balmain. 
Lucinda Newton oozes slickness 
and professionalism and knows her 
way around the exciting wine list - 
our 2008 Chateau Bouscassé Petit 
Corbu ($66/bottle) is slick and 
exciting. Head Chef Brad Sloane’s 
dish of the night is the Parsley and 
Pine Nut Crusted Lamb Rump 
($30) with smoked eggplant and 
textbook herb gnocchi and crunchy 
anchovy fritters. House-made 
Pappardelle with Lamb Shanks, 
Tarragon, Peas, Proscuitto and Pea 
Butter ($19/$28) is gentle, silky and 
harmonious. Chef’s restraint pays 
off in the Vanilla Panna Cotta with 
Summer Berries and Bellini Sorbet 
($13). Order three courses...  
29 Birchgrove Road, Balmain  

(02) 9810 1151  
www.theriverviewhotel.com.au
Modern Australian  $$$$

Duck Pie 
Chef Daz Antaw’s (ex-Restaurant 
BYO) new domain gives value where 
you least expect it, particularly 
on Wednesday’s Seafood Menu 
($35/3 courses), or the nightly 
Table d’hôte ($47/3 course). 
Great for first dates, Maitre d’ 
Scott Bullock’s friendly manner 
shatters silences and he flambés 
Tiger Prawns with Truffle Oil, 
Garlic, Parsley and Cream ($15) 
at your table. Namesake Duck Pie 
($15) is rich and meaty in rustic 
pastry with melted brie. Mains are 
bested by the Plate de Bouillabaisse 
($27); desserts by a gooey Melted 
Brie drizzled with Forest Honey 
($13). Tiny but reasonable wine 
list including the Two Thumbs 
Chardonnay ($22.90/bottle).
West End Hotel, 72-76 Mullens Street, 
Balmain (02) 9555 4455
French $$$

Cantine 
Italian owner/chef Massimo Arata 
exudes warmth and will probably 

remember you by your coffee 
order in this small but stylish 
four-year old Pyrmont cafe – I’m a 
Grinders Flat White ($3). Midweek 
it’s a canteen for busy neighbour 
Fox Sports, but on the weekend 
it’s a great breakfast nook for 
savvy locals. Try the fluffiest Sweet 
Corn Fritters ($11.50) in Sydney 
using fresh corn and a fragrant 
ginger-rich chilli relish; or the three 
egg Ova Espagnola ($10.50) with 
crispy potato and gentle chorizo. 
Hollandaise is made fresh with each 
order, so mark the Eggs Benedict 
($11) in your diary. Did you see 
those prices?
Corner of Pyrmont Bridge Rd & Ada 
Place (next to Fox Sport), Pyrmont 
(02) 9518 6622
Cafe $

NEWTOWN & ENVIRONS 
(Marrickville/Petersham/
Dulwich Hill/Waterloo)

Bloodwood 
Three talented Claude’s defectors 
move to Newtown to cook for 
people they could relate to more 
in an achingly cool space. Perfectly 

executed Polenta Chips ($9) with 
Gorgonzola show that even with 
relaxed rules, there’s still excellent 
technique. Baked Mushrooms ($17) 
give four varieties of mushroom 
cooked to perfection too, but 
the highlight’s beautifully paper-
cooked Miso Baked King Fish ($32). 
Deceptively straight-up cocktail list 
sees a Bloodwood Iced Tea ($18) 
made with organic Earl Grey tea 
syrup; or there’s a light, lemony 
2009 Fox Gordon Princess Fiano 
($38). After four or five dishes 
between two, clink spoons in a 
shared Bloodwood Trifle ($12).
416 King Street, Newtown 
(02) 9557 7699 
www.bloodwoodnewtown.com
Modern Australian  $$$

Chocolate Dog
There’s something quite likable 
about this small Newtown cafe by 
day which does Mexican inspired 
food by night. Sidewalk tables are 
a people-watching paradise with a 
bottle of wine (BYO $3/bottle) and 
a plate of simple Quesadillas Con 
Jamon ($9.50). Hearty mains include 
a sizzling platter of Pork Fajitas 

($18.90) with soft flour tortillas, 
guacamole, salsa, sour cream and 
the more robust One-Pan Lamb 
($20.80) with tasty Mexican rice. 
Staff amble, but the crude setting 
and low prices mean it doesn’t grate. 
It’s not the best or most authentic 
Mexican in Sydney, but a reasonable 
bill makes me smile.
549 King Street, Newtown 
(02) 9565 2526 
Mexican $$

EaSTERN SuBuRBS  
& BEaCHES

Moo Gourmet Burgers 
Have a Man V. Food moment with the 
gravity-defying Deluxe Burger ($28) 
a mountain of wagyu patties, bacon, 
egg, beetroot, pineapple, Swiss and 
mozzarella cheeses, grilled onions, 
salad and sourdough. My Piri Piri 
Chicken ($15) paled in comparison; 
but this lil’ beachside burger bar is 
really about the certified Australian 
Angus cow. Generous Hot Chips 
($5.00) are chunky home-styled 
numbers that suit home-made 
Sweet Chilli Jam ($1.50). Drink your 
favourite candy bar in their tempting 

Moo Shakes - mine’s the Beach 
Blonde ($6.50); or quaff a Bloody 
Mary ($9.50) or a Moo Pinot Noir 
($6) with your meal. 
242 Coogee Bay Road, Coogee Beach 
(02) 9664 4300 
www.moogourmetburgers.com.au
Burgers  $-$$

Funky Pies 
Bite into a better planet (and a 
decent pie by anyone’s standards) 
at this quirky little Bondi cafe. They 
serve up dairy/animal free (vegan) 
pies like the signature Funky 
Chunky ($6) full of meaty (me bad) 
shiitake mushroom chunks in rich 
gravy with creamy mash. The Tuscan 
Mushroom served with Mushy Peas, 
Mashed Potato and Gravy ($9.50) 
filled with marinated mushrooms, 
sautéed silver-beet and cherry 
tomatoes, would make a great 
winter warmer. Sit on a recycled 
bushel burlap bag stool and relish 
that your dollars are supporting 
sweat-shop free uniforms and 
biodegradable packaging  while 
you enjoy your organic, Fair Trade 
Coffee ($3.50).
Shop 2 / 144-148 Glenayr Avenue, 
Bondi (0420) 415 164 
www.funkypies.com.au
Vegetarian $

Media Luna
The new combinations and flavours 
will refresh the most jaded of palates, 
so check your cynicism at the door 
and dive into a great Chile Relleno 
($14.90), a tuna-stuffed Guero chilli 
topped with a tamarind sauce. Try 
excellent Lime Margaritas ($15) 
with Zucchini Flower and Tinga 
(pulled chicken in chipotle sauce) 
Quesadillas ($14.90), before an 
earthy Chicken Especial ($27) stuffed 
with huitlacoche, a fungus that grows 
on ears of corn. Freshen up with an 
Ensalada Azteca ($14.90) studded 
with nopales (prickly pear cactus) 
and end the night with a delicious 
Prickly Pear Cake ($14) served 
up with coconut ice cream and a 
Mexican chocolate sauce. Book now, 
your mouth will thank you!
309 Clovelly Road, Clovelly 
(02) 9665 8942 
www.medialuna.com.au
Mexican  $$$
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Sushi Club *NEW* 
The sushi and sashimi at this tiny hole-
in-the-wall are the freshest in town, 
particularly when you consider the 
price point. They use their Pyrmont 
location to great advantage, attending 
the fish market’s auction every single 
day to get the freshest possible 
seafood at the best possible price. 
Head Chef Daein Kim’s fish to rice ratio is excellent. It’s particularly 
generous in Carol’s Special ($9) of salmon wrapped sushi with flying 
fish roe, mayo and Tonkatsu sauce. It was named for a lady in her mid 
60s who has been a customer since they opened ten years ago. The 
nicely presented Harbour Bridge ($38.50) is a perfect sharing selection 
of sushi and sashimi; bested by the tastiest King Fish in town on the 
day I dined, though salmon and avocado topped inside-out California 
rolls were also stars. So taken was I with this dish dine-in, I had it 
take-out the next day. The super-fresh King Fish stood out again, but 
this time there was also extraordinary tako (octopus). If you’re after 
hot food, the Karage Chicken ($6) is tasty and compelling fried chook. 
The Tempura Udon ($12.90) arrives topped with a tempura prawn 
delicately floating on nori (seaweed) over silky noodles and micro 
seafood including tender baby octopuses. 
313 Harris Street, Pyrmont 
(02) 9692 8280
Japanese  $-$$

Bay Tinh *NEW* 
Flamboyant and personable Harry 
Hoang rose to the challenge of taking 
the reins of Tinh Tran’s successful 
restaurant and making it his own. The 
putrid pink walls of my recollections 
have been lost in favour of warm, 
modern decor. Waitresses wearing 
matching ao dai split to the waist over 
white pantaloons gracefully negotiate the tiny spaces between packed 
tables. The crowds speak to the ongoing success of the restaurant, 
but it’s now mostly Westerners. Harry has removed the MSG, upped 
produce quality and shortened cooking times. Overall I’d say this has 
dampened the flavour of the dishes, but in the Tender Beef Cubes 
($12), this allows the grain fed yearling beef to be the hero. I enjoyed 
the Grilled Pork Skewer ($18), but our Crispy Quail ($9.50) arrived 
a little too crispy for my liking. The current Crispy Pancake ($12.50) 
didn’t live up to the splendour of my memories. Newer dishes like 
Harry’s aromatic Beef Curry ($17) wins fans at my table; while lettuce 
leaf boats of Duck Salad ($16.50) feel a bit gritty from dried brown 
rice powder. Drink from a small list of reasonably priced wines like the 
Stonefish Sauvignon Blanc ($6.50/glass, $25/bottle) to save a trip to the 
bottle shop. 
318 Victoria Road, Marrickville 
(02) 9560 8673
Vietnamese $$

Doughboy Petersham *NEW* 
With the neighbouring chicken shop’s 
Friday night queue winding down the 
street, the Doughboy crew might’ve 
picked a tough spot. I suspect though 
the lure of their Carbonara ($15.00/M, 
$20.50/L, $24.50/XL) will pull a few 
off the chook parade – Sydneysiders 
are adverse to queuing. And who 
knew that a thyme and garlic crème sauce could work so well on a 
pizza decked with peas, double smoked ham off the bone, mushrooms, 
Parmesan and parsley? Trust me – it’s good. This space is also their 
group food production site; behind a clear wall you can see Turkish red 
peppers, Spanish caper berries, Italian artichokes and fresh pineapples. 
This bodes well for their version of the perennial ham and pineapple fav. 
– Gilligan’s Island ($15/M, $20.5/L, $24.5/XL). A dab less tomato sauce 
and it’d be perfect. Super-thin bases make for a lighter pizza experience 
– all the more room for excellent pizza-style Bruschetta ($7.50) with 
fresh tomato, shredded bocconcini, pesto and fresh basil. Standout 
tunes and a modern fit-out make dining in an option – sit at the 
communal table, or check out the street-scape. Don’t skip the greens – 
a Shabbit ($8.50) of mixed leaves, tomato, bocconcini and pesto proves 
to be a better salad than you’d expect from a pizza shop. 
88-94 New Canterbury Road, Petersham (02) 9550 9988
www.doughboypizza.com.au
Pizza $$

Ruby L’otel *NEW* 
Just what a twenty-first century 
Australian inner city pub should look 
like – it’s not embarrassing, it’s not 
tiled, and it’s not men’s world. In fact 
the last time I saw this many women 
in a pub I was judging a lesbian tattoo 
show! Dine on the Rozelle renovator 
back deck writ large where indoor and 
outdoor neatly dissolve, keeping you nicely shielded from the elements. 
The Sumo Salad boys, James Miller and Luke Baylis, have compiled a 
fresh, interesting menu with lighter options like Caramelised Pumpkin 
Salad ($14.90) dotted with Bulgarian feta. It’s supplemented by a Yum 
Cha menu with mostly well-handled Asian inspired offerings accented 
by hot, fresh chilli. Standouts are the Japanese Style Crumbed Chicken 
with Miso Mayo ($12.90) and Steamed Prawn and Pork Dim Sim 
($8/4 pieces), but the house-made Barramundi and Shitake Dumplings 
($12.90/6 pieces) warrant a peek. Savvy locals pick their night according 
to great dining specials. Tuesdays are burger nights, and on the Thursday 
I dined nearly every table held a mammoth one kilo serve of meaty 
Baby Back Pork Ribs ($19.90), normally $32. Ladies with babies 
enjoy their weekday Ten Buck Lunch overlooking the children’s play 
penitentiary and the occasional naughty bowl of bonza Ruby Fries ($7).
68 Victoria Road, Rozelle 
(02) 9555 1900 www.rubylotel.com.au
Pub Bistro  $$

Made in Italy *NEW* 
An Italian trattoria aims to be more 
casual than a restaurant, but a little 
classier than a pub. This gleaming 
glass box caught my eye by being 
well patronised on most evenings I 
drove past – my assumption was that 
they must be doing something right. 
Upon closer examination, it’s warm 
and inviting inside, and their pizzas are definitely the draw-card. The 
Pizza Bianca ($25) with Parma prosciutto, rocket and sweet shaved 
Parmigiano-Reggiano is thin, crisp, and not weighed down by excess 
toppings – bellissimo - particularly with a glass from their small but 
affordable selection of Italian and Australian wines. The chock full 
specials board holds gems like an Insalata of Figs, Prosciutto and Buffalo 
Mozzarella ($20) made great by perfectly ripe, fleshy figs against salty 
pig and creamy cheese. From the regular menu there’s crisp Zucchini 
Flowers ($20) stuffed with more creamy Buffalo mozzarella, ricotta 
and anchovies; and a Fritto Misto ($20) that employs the proximity of 
the Sydney Seafood Market to full effect. New chef Franco Berlusconi’s 
mains are competent – I tried the Scaloppina al Limone ($25) and the 
Scotch Fillet ($27) with crispy pancetta, porcini and red wine jus. Both 
come with a well-cooked selection of vegetables.  Kids are welcomed; 
dress is casual; prices are reasonable.
G01/55 Miller Street, Pyrmont (02) 9518 8182 www.madeinitaly.com.au
Pizza/Italian $$-$$$
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SPANISH 
FILM 

FESTIVAL 
By KOmi SeLLATHuRAi

i met a Spanish girl once. She took me to the front 
of the bar where the band was playing and danced 
like only a beautiful, carefree Spanish girl could. She 
ticked all the boxes of our imagination of the Spanish 
female. The 13th Spanish Film Festival, however, is 
not that easy to stereotype. The 40 films on the list 
are as eclectic as a tapas feast but they all retain a 
certain alluring Spanish flavour. Opening night film 
Pagafantas (Friend Zone) is a hilarious rom-com with 
an unexpected mcLovin-esque protagonist. But unlike 
a Hollywood rom-com that follows a tight script of 
clichés, Pagafantas is a refreshing take on the tired 
genre. Then we make a 180 with Fernando Trueba’s 
El Baile de la Victoria (The Dancer and the Thief), a 
heist film with a heart that would appeal to an older 

audience. The much anticipated Habitacin en Roma 
(Room in Rome) by Julio medem, to put it crassly, 
sounds like Brokeback Mountain with hot Spanish 
chicks. Of course, if you’ve seen medem’s Sex and 
Lucia or Chaotic Anna, you’d know he’s anything but 
crass. He’s a master at choreographing pure poetry 
in motion. And then there is the mexican gem Chinco 
dias sin Nora (Nora’s Will). Because i’m running out of 
space, i’ll just say that this is a winner - a nuanced love 
story from beyond the grave with a sense of humour. 
i didn’t dance with the Spanish girl at the bar that day 
because let’s be honest, not everyone does it like the 
Spaniards do. 
May 5-16, Palace Academy, 3a Oxford St, 
Paddington, Palace Norton Street, 99 Norton 
Street, Leichhardt, $12-50, 1300 306 776, 
spanishfilmfestival.com

By KATe BRiTTON

if you haven’t seen cult classic Quadrophenia (1979), 
i can only say: see it. Based on The Who’s 1973 rock 
opera of the same name, the film is the ultimate 
education in mods. On may 1st, the Sandringham 
Hotel will play home to Australia’s very own 
quadrophenics at the mods mayday, an annual event 
started in London in 1979. “compared to the early to 
mid 1980s, the current mod scene is not particularly 
big but there are pockets of mod enthusiasts around 
Sydney... Some are the original 80s revivalists but 

there are also newer mods coming through who 
are keeping the faith,” say mods mayday organisers 
Rebecca connell and Sara Wichall. Sara explains, “The 
clothes, music and mindset for me fit like a glove, it 
felt right to call myself a mod.” Keeping the faith at 
the Sando this year are mick Hadley and the Others 
(Hadley fronted seminal 1960s Brisbane punk/R&B 
band The Purple Hearts), 80s mod-revivalists Division 
4, The mayday Dreamers, and the Frowning clouds. 
Sat May 1, from 8pm, The Sandringham 
Hotel, 387 King St, Newtown, $15,  
moshtix.com.au

GIG: MODS MAYDAY

By NeLL GRecO

Pikelet is a sweet name for a songstress but there’s a healthy punk 
attitude behind evelyn morris’ petite, saccharine stage name, “i 
have a very, very strong obstinate, non conformist streak,” she tells 
me. Pikelet first sauntered onto the well-nourished melbourne 
music scene way back in 2003 with her unique one-woman band 
performance which featured 1 x Pikelet, 1 x looping pedal and many 
x instruments including (but not limited to) drums, bass, xylophone 
and piano accordion. Since then she’s toured with the likes of camera 
Obscura, Jens Lekman, Sufjan Stevens and most recently Bachelorette. 
“i was really conscious that looping might become a bit of a gimmick. 
Or not a gimmick but rather something that people expect me to do 
and i don’t like doing what people expect,” morris says, and is perhaps 
why Stem, her latest album, is such a significant one for Pikelet. The 
richness of this album can be somewhat credited to the new line-up, 
three seasoned musicians that accompany her on synths, bass, clarinet 
and drums. “i’m so excited about bringing the band to Sydney - i’ve 
been wanting to do it for so long!” Now’s her chance - i recommend 
you go along and let them impress you.
Apr 29, supported by Songs and The Maple Trail, The 
Oxford Art Factory, 38-46 Oxford St Darlinghurst, $12+bf

GIG: PIKELET

THEATRESPORTS NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS
By KOmi SeLLATHuRAi

i await the day when my local pub will start broadcasting 
Theatresports so i can curse and rant with gulps of cheap beer 
in support of my state team. i imagine shouting, “come on you 
maggot! That’s not what you get paid for” (overheard at an actual 
AFL game) as improv artists fail to react humorously to spontaneous 
suggestions. This year’s championships will pit NSW team, The Tom 
Selleck experience, with four other states in a heated contest for the 
grand title. Selleck team member Lisa Ricketts, a teacher by day and 
improv artist by night, describes Theatresports as a, “Set structure of 
games that challenge performers to create instant theatre based on 
surprise offers and audience suggestions. improvised theatre is the 
inspiration for Tv shows such as Whose Line is it Anyway? and Thank 
God You’re Here!” Whilst i imagine myself to be a difficult heckler, is 
the audience always erratic? “you’d be surprised how many people 
want to see scenes set in a toilet! But we prefer the situations given 
to us to be fresh and new. We don’t use pre-prepared material but 
many experienced players know the kinds of things they are good at 
and play to those strengths,” says Ricketts. But what happens if you 
just have nothing funny to say? “you do the most obvious thing your 
character would do in that moment. Some of the funniest moments 
in improv come from very real, honest reactions which were never 
intended to be funny. One of Theatresports’ golden rules is ‘Don’t try 
to be funny’”.  Well played miss Ricketts. if you weren’t so good with 
clever come-backs what would you be doing? “Well i am a trained 
teacher so i would either be teaching or dabbling in organised crime. 
i’ve been watching Underbelly and it looks pretty lucrative. if there was 
some way to combine those two, that would be ideal, like scamming 
the kids out of their lunch money in return for good grades. i should 
probably just stick with improv.”
May 2, 6pm, Enmore Theatre, 118-132 Enmore 
Road,Newtown, $32-145.40, 9550 3666, 
sydneycomedyfest.com.au

the Frowning Clouds

Chinco dias sin Nora 
(Noraís Will)

the tom selleck Experience 
with Lisa ricketts

CONCERT: STEVE REICH
As one of the fathers of minimalist music along with 
Philip Glass and La monte young, Steve Reich has been 
touted by critics as, “among the great composers of 
the century,” and in 2009 won the Pulitzer Prize for 
music for his Double Sextet. His influence can be picked 
out in the work of avant-garde beatmaker Brian eno, 
prog-rock group King crimson, along with a host of 
ambient and techno producers like DJ Spooky (recently 
in Sydney), coldcut and the Orb. While Reich’s forays 
into conceptual and minimalist music can initially 
seem alienating, in fact Reich saw his compositions as 
a democratisation, commenting, “in my generation we 

tore the wall down and now we are back to the normal 
situation,” that is, of plundering popular music for 
inspiration and innovation. certainly, that is something 
that is a given in today’s musical climate. Premiering his 
Mallet Quartet in Sydney alongside Synergy Percussion, 
gone are the hypnotic, repetitive strains of his early 
work in New york, instead replaced by bold, vibrant 
brushstrokes using marimbas and vibraphones. This is 
your chance to see a great in action.
May 6, 8pm, City Recital Hall, 2-12 
Angel Place, Sydney, $25-49, 8256 2222, 
cityrecitalhall.com
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Beginner At Life
Is there any woman out there who 
hasn’t hated her body at some 
point in her life? shut up Jennifer 
hawkins! this one-woman show, 
starring Donna Brooks, talks about 
everything to do with self-image with 
an unexpected honesty. 
3 May. 
Newtown theatre, Cnr King and 
Bray str, Newtown. 9 May. 
Bondi Pavilion theatre, Queen 
Elizabeth Drive Bondi Beach. $20. 
1300 306 776, www.mca-tix.com.au, 
www.beginneratlife.com
The Chronic Ills of Robert 
Zimmerman: AKA Bon 
Dylan (A Lie)
The Chronic Ills is a weird, surrealo-
absurdist, self-mythologising re-
imagining of the life and times of 
Bob Dylan. Fast paced and hilariously 
irreverent, think, I’m Not There with 
more narrative drive. (aBr)
Until 30 apr.  
the Old Fitzroy theatre, Cnr 
Cathedral and Dowling sts, 
woolloomooloo. tickets: $17-$35, 
1300 GEt tIX (1300 438 849),  
www.rocksurfers.org
Codgers
so we think we know what men talk 
about after a gym session together. 
Not as much when you put six 
senior aussie men, some mates since 
the war, in the mix. these are real 
men with real dilemmas who can’t 
help but not take themselves too 
seriously. 
Until 1 May. 
seymour Centre. the University of 
sydney. Cnr City Rd and Cleveland st, 
Chippendale. $32-$45. 
9351 7940 or  
www.seymour.usyd.edu.au
The End
when a man (superbly embodied 
by Robert Menzies) is evicted from 
an asylum, he proceeds to shuffle 
his broken, odorous body about a 
nameless city. the fierce beauty of 
Beckett’s prose, combined with the 
heart-rending simplicity of someone 
intimating his final moments, is truly 
mesmerising, from beginning to end. 
(aB)
Until 9 May. 
Belvoir st Downstairs theatre, 25 
Belvoir st, surry hills. $32-$42,  
9699 3444, www.belvoir.com.au

Musical of Musicals – 
The Musical 
a parody of musicals in the 
form of a musical. It may not 
be a novel idea but the genre 
lends itself to perfect self-
deprecating humour when 
done well. the five parts to The 
Musical lampoons big names 
in the business - Corn in the 
style of Oklahoma (Rodgers 
and hammerstein), A Little 
Complex á la Sweeney Todd 
(stephen sondheim), Dear Abby 
in the style of Hello Dolly (Jerry 
herman), Aspects of Juanita in 
the style of Jesus Christ Superstar 
(andrew Lloyd webber) and 
Speakeasy á la Chicago (Kander 
and Ebb). It may be a spoof but 
the production also plays to the 
strengths of the musical in its big 
songs and stories.   
6 – 29 May.  
Parade space, Parade theatres, 
215 anzac Parade, Kensington. 
$45-$55. 1300 795 012,  
www.sydneycomedyfest.com.au, 
www.triptychtheatre.com.au

The Honour 
Joanna Murray smith’s 1995 
meditation on marital infidelity, 
Honour, is built around the after-
effects of the transgression of 
sophie’s father, George, on his 
marriage of 32 years to honour, 
with a 28-year-old journalist who’s 
profiling him for a story. It avoids 
clear-cut moral judgements in favour 
of a more nuanced exploration of the 
impacts of infidelity. (sM)
Until 23 May. 
Drama theatre, sydney Opera 
house. $30-85. 9250 1777, 
sydneytheatre.com.au
A Taste Sensation
Following the popularity of 
Short+Sweet and world Bar’s Playtime 
comes another bite-size theatre 
nibbly, A Taste Sensation. hungry for a 
little culture and well… food? Grab 
a few empty bellied friends for an 
evening of plays and tantalising food 
platters. the first installment kicks off 
with five short american plays. 
Every sat 1 May – 5 June,  
Eastside arts Café. 395 Oxford 
street, Paddington. $23-$26.  
1300 438 849,  
www.moshtix.com.au,  
www.dinnerwithaview.org.au
The Things Good Men Do
If you are sick of seeing 30 
something single women fumbling 
blindly on the tele and the big 
screen, turn the tables and watch 
men in their 20s behaving badly. 
New production company Come 
again Jnr brings you a black comedy 
about young men and their moral 
dilemmas. 
Until 18 May.  
taP Gallery, 278 Palmer street, 
Darlinghurst. $20-$28.  
1300 438 849, 
www.moshtix.com.au, www.
thethingsgoodmendo.blogspot.com
Waiting For Godot
with the characters Vladimir 
and Estragon, we wait for Godot, 
whoever or whatever he is in 
samuel Beckett’s classic stage 
favourite. Before you see Ian 
Mckellen’s splashy debut in June 
at the sydney Opera house, why 
not support your local theatre and 
artists in this humble version – 
humble in venue size only. 
29 apr – 29 May.  
New theatre, 542 King street, 
Newtown. $17 - $28,  
1300 306 776,  
www.mca-tix.com.au  
Way to Heaven
the power of Way to Heaven, or 
himmelweg, is that while anchored 
in history, it is really about artifice. 
a propaganda village during the 
holocaust sets the stage for this 
evocative, cleverly constructed look 
at complicity and the complexity 
of ‘truth’ in a time where none can 
exist. (aB)  
Until 8 May.  
sBw stables theatre, 10 Nimrod st, 
Kings Cross.  
$26-$30. 8002 4772, 
www.griffintheatre.com.au
Wicked
Long before toto and Dorothy 
turned up, two girls had a 
rendezvous in Oz: one beautiful and 
popular, the other smart and fiery 
but decidedly – well – green. Wicked 
follows the girls as they grow to 
become Glinda the Good witch 
and the wicked witch of the west, 
with appropriate dashes of wit and 
warmth.
Until late 2010. Capitol theatre, 
13 Campbell st, haymarket. 
$69.90-129.90. 1300 723 038, 
wickedthemusical.com.au, 
ticketmaster.com.au

FoR THE KIDS

Baby Musical Tots
Don’t want to pass on your 
two left feet syndrome to your 
children. at Baby Musical tots, 
2 to 5 year olds are taught 
simple dance steps coordinated 
with uplifting songs and music. 
Enhancing memory, movement and 
balance, these classes are fun for 
the kids and parents alike. 
tsh Drama. Ocean Room. 
Bondi Pavillion. Queen Elizabeth 
Drive. Bondi Beach. $18-$160. 
0401969606 or  
www.tshdrama.com 
Mummies Day on Mother’s 
Day 
In conjunction with the Egyptians, 
Gods & Mummies: Travels with 
Herodotus exhibition, the 
Nicholson Museum is celebrating 
Mother’s Day mummy style. walk 
like an Egyptian with mummy 
dearest this year. 
9 May. 12 – 4pm.  
Kids Museums. Nicholson Museum. 
University of sydney, southern 
entrance of the Quadrangle. Free. 
9351 2812,  
www.sydney.edu.au/museums 
Sydney Comedy Festival 
for Kids
apparently kids have a sense of 
humour too! Every weekend from 
24 april, Fairy Fail, Gigalees and Kids 
Comedy Showcase will spoil your 
children silly. Fairy Fail brings you 
classic tales with a modern twist 
at 10.45am. at 12.15pm, Gigalees, 
the crazy circus show with 
acrobatics and slapstick humour 
will entertain. and at 1.45pm, 
stand up comics will share their 
family in-jokes at the Kids Comedy 
Showcase. 
Until 9 May.  
the Fuse Box, the Factory 
theatre. 105 Victoria Rd, Enmore. 
$13-$17. 9020 6966,  
www.sydneycomedyfest.com.au
2010 What Matters?
Pick up any newspaper or click 
on a news website and there are 
opinion pieces on everything by 
everyone. Unfortunately, with all 
the noise that’s made, the voice 
of the youth is going unheard. If 
you are in years 5-12 and have 
something to say about how to 
build a better society then put 
your ideas down in an essay and 
enter the 2010 what Matters 
competition. 
Entries close 30 apr.  
whitlam Institute within the 
University of western sydney. 
9685 9187, www.whitlam.org

CoMEDY

Thursday 29 April
Sydney Comedy Festival: 
Bulmers Best of Edinburgh Festival – 
Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Cloud Girls (Worlds) – Factory 
theatre ($17)
Daniel Moore (The Curious Incident 
of Meat Dog and Other Things) – 
Parade space ($19.50-$22.50)
Dom Irrera – sydney Comedy 
store ($25-$32.50)
Eddie Ifft – Enmore theatre ($29-
$32)
Fear of Brown Planet – Factory 
theatre ($20-$24)
Jackie Loeb (Sings The Worst Songs 
Ever Written) – Parade studio ($20-
$25)
The Pajama Men – sydney Opera 
house ($34-$39)
Peter Berner – Factory theatre 
($22-$27)
Satan’s Workshop – Factory theatre 

Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Shane Mauss – Factory theatre 
Factory theatre ($20-$23)
Steve Hart (The Magic Club) – the 
Basement ($15-$20)
Tony Woods – sydney Comedy 
store ($21.50-$27)
Tripod – sydney Opera house 
($32-$42)
Friday 30 April
Sydney Comedy Festival: 
Al Pitcher (All These Things I Should 
Have Done) – Factory theatre 
($15)
Amelia Jane Hunter (Hell West & 
Crooked) – Enmore theatre ($17-
$20)
Axis of Awesome – Factory theatre 
($24-$28)
Bad Boys of Comedy – Factory 
theatre ($17.50-$20)
Bulmers Best of Edinburgh Festival – 
Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Cloud Girls (Worlds) – Factory 
theatre ($17)
Daniel Moore (The Curious Incident 
of Meat Dog and Other Things) – 
Parade space ($19.50-$22.50)
David O’Doherty (David O’Doh 
Party) – Metro theatre ($27-
$32.50)
Dee Bishop – Enmore theatre 
($30-$36)
Die Rotten Punkte – Metro theatre 
($19.50-$23)
Dom Irrera – sydney Comedy 
store ($25-$32.50)
Doubledog (The Ultimate Board 
Game) – Factory theatre ($16.50-
$20.50)
Eddie Ifft – Enmore theatre ($29-
$32)
Fear of Brown Planet – Factory 
theatre ($20-$24)
Jackie Loeb (Sings The Worst Songs 
Ever Written) – Parade studio ($20-
$25)
Michael Chamberlin (Keep Yourself 
Nice) – Enmore theatre ($18-$22)
Mick Molloy – Enmore theatre 
($36.90-$39.90)
The Pajama Men – sydney Opera 
house ($34-$39)
Peter Berner – Factory theatre 
($22-$27)
Satan’s Workshop – Factory theatre 
Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Shane Mauss – Factory theatre 
Factory theatre ($20-$23)
Tony Woods – sydney Comedy 
store ($21.50-$27)
Tripod – sydney Opera house 
($32-$42)
Saturday 1 May
Sydney Comedy Festival: 
Akmal – Enmore theatre ($34.90-
$39.90)
Al Pitcher (All These Things I Should 
Have Done) – Factory theatre 
($15)
Amelia Jane Hunter (Hell West & 
Crooked) – Enmore theatre ($17-
$20)
Axis of Awesome – Factory theatre 
($24-$28)
Bulmers Best of Edinburgh Festival – 
Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Cloud Girls (Worlds) – Factory 
theatre ($17)
Daniel Moore (The Curious Incident 
of Meat Dog and Other Things) – 
Parade space ($19.50-$22.50)
Daniel Sloss (Teenage Kicks) – 
Factory theatre ($20)
Dave Eastgate (I Wish I Had A Band) 
– Factory theatre ($17)
David O’Doherty (David O’Doh Party) 
– Metro theatre ($27-$32.50)
Dee Bishop – Enmore theatre 
($30-$36)
Dom Irrera – sydney Comedy store 
($25-$32.50)
Doubledog (The Ultimate Board 
Game) – Factory theatre ($16.50-
$20.50)

Eddie Ifft – Enmore theatre ($29-
$32)
Fear of Brown Planet – Factory 
theatre ($20-$24)
The Gigalees – Factory theatre 
($16)
Jackie Loeb (Sings The Worst Songs 
Ever Written) – Parade studio 
($20-$25)
Michael Chamberlin (Keep Yourself 
Nice) – Enmore theatre ($18-
$22)

Nick Sun (Joymeat) – Factory 
theatre ($20)
The Pajama Men – sydney Opera 
house ($34-$39)
Peter Berner – Factory theatre 
($22-$27)
Raymond Crowe – Enmore theatre 
($26.90-$34.90)
Satan’s Workshop – Factory theatre 
Factory theatre ($25-$30)
Shane Mauss – Factory theatre 
Factory theatre ($20-$23)

By NELL GRECO

how much do you know about your family history? when a 
group of asian-australians turned up to take part in a storytelling 
workshop at theatre group Performance 4a, they hardly expected 
to be telling their family stories on Belvoir st theatre’s stage. “For 
two or three of the storytellers, asking them to tell us about their 
past was all new for them and they actually had to go off and find 
out stuff,” says co-Director annette shun wah. they invited an 
audience of friends to see their work and since then, that audience 
has continued to grow. with an artist, actor, dancer and poet among 
the storytellers, these performers have been guided, encouraged 
and directed by annette and william yang, “to find interesting ways 
of telling asian-australian stories through theatre and through 
performance.” there’s only one opportunity to see this performance 
and you might find yourself inspired to know more.
May 3, Belvoir St Theatre, 25 Belvoir St Surry Hills,  
$20-25, 9699 3444, www.belvoir.com.au

By aLEX BODMaN

In 2004, British playwright David hare wrote Stuff Happens, a 
look at the disastrous thinking behind the invasion of Iraq. In 
2008, he turned his journalistic gaze to the hypocrisies of New 
Labour, with the darkly satirical Gethsemane. The Power of Yes com-
pletes a trilogy of plays about current events, this time with an 
examination of the recent financial crisis. the first striking depar-
ture is that he’s written himself into the action. as the play opens, 
hare (played by Brian Lipson) has just hired a young economist 
(amber Mchahon) to explain to him the causes of the six trillion 
dollar meltdown. It’s essentially a play about a man researching a 
play about the causes of the GFC, given added currency by hare’s 
valuable access to big bankers and financial insiders. Director sam 
strong’s production is assured and snappy; a strong cast, jazzy 
soundtrack and striking stage design make for a slick night at the 
theatre. and, as a theatrical crash course in sub prime mortgages, 
liquidity and derivatives, The Power of Yes hits its mark. however, 
for those already abreast with current events, there’ll be little 
revelation or fresh insight. there’s great drama to be wrought 
from the hubris that caused this crisis, but in his haste for timeli-
ness hare makes us feel none of it.
Until May 30, Belvoir St Upstairs, 25 Belvoir St, Surry 
Hills, $35-57, 9699 3444, belvoir.com.au

THEATRE:  
EAST MEETS 

WEST

THEATRE: THE POWER OF YES
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Tony Woods – sydney Comedy store 
($21.50-$27)
Tripod – sydney Opera house 
($32-$42)
Sunday 2 May
Sydney Comedy Festival: 
Amelia Jane Hunter (Hell West & 
Crooked) – Enmore theatre ($17-
$20)
The Gigalees – Factory theatre 
($16)
Michael Chamberlin (Keep Yourself 
Nice) – Enmore theatre ($18-$22)
Theatresports National Championships 
(The Tom Shelleck Experience) – 
Enmore theatre ($37-$42)
Monday 3 May
sydney Comedy Festival:
Will Anderson – sydney Comedy 
store ($30)
Tuesday 4 May
Alexis Dubus: A Bl**dy Brief History of 
Swearing – Enmore theatre ($18-
$20)
Anthony Salame – Factory theatre 
($13.50-$22.40)
Ballsy, DeAnne Smith – Factory 
theatre ($22-$25)
Comedy Festival Showcase – sydney 
Comedy store ($15-$25)
Dead Cat Bounce – Factory theatre 
($20-$24)
Gina Yashere – Factory theatre 
($28-$32)
Hannah Gadsby: The Cliff Young 
Shuffle – Enmore theatre ($22.50-
$25)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore 
theatre ($34.90-$39.90)
Slumwog Millionaire – Factory 
theatre ($14-$23)
Tommy Bradson (When the Sex is 
Gone) – Factory theatre ($18-$20)
Wednesday 5 May
Alexis Dubus: A Bl**dy Brief History of 
Swearing – Enmore theatre ($18-
$20)
Alexis Dubis – Roxbury hotel ($12-
$15)
Anthony Salame – Factory theatre 
($13.50-$22.40)
Ballsy, DeAnne Smith – Factory 
theatre ($22-$25)
Comedy Festival Showcase – sydney 
Comedy store ($15-$25)
Dead Cat Bounce – Factory theatre 

($20-$24)
Gina Yashere – Factory theatre 
($28-$32)
Hannah Gadsby: The Cliff Young 
Shuffle – Enmore theatre ($22.50-
$25)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore 
theatre ($34.90-$39.90)
Slumwog Millionaire – Factory 
theatre ($14-$23)
Stand Up & Get Down – world Bar 
($5-$10)
Tommy Bradson (When the Sex is 
Gone) – Factory theatre ($18-$20)
Thursday 6 May
Alexis Dubus: A Bl**dy Brief History 
of Swearing – Enmore theatre 
($18-$20)
Anthony Salame – Factory theatre 
($13.50-$22.40)
Ballsy, DeAnne Smith – Factory 
theatre ($22-$25)
Comedy Festival Showcase – sydney 
Comedy store ($15-$25)
Dead Cat Bounce – Factory theatre 
($20-$24)
Gina Yashere – Factory theatre 
($28-$32)
Hannah Gadsby: The Cliff Young 
Shuffle – Enmore theatre ($22.50-
$25)
The Musical of Musicals The Musical 
– Parade space ($45-$55)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore 
theatre ($34.90-$39.90)
Slumwog Millionaire – Factory 
theatre ($14-$23)
Tommy Bradson (When the Sex is 
Gone) – Factory theatre ($18-$20)
Friday 7 May
Alexis Dubus: A Bl**dy Brief History 
of Swearing – Enmore theatre 
($18-$20)
Anthony Salame – Factory theatre 
($13.50-$22.40)
Ballsy, DeAnne Smith – Factory 
theatre ($22-$25)
Comedy Festival Showcase – sydney 
Comedy store ($15-$25)
Dead Cat Bounce – Factory theatre 
($20-$24)
Doubledog (The Ultimate Board 
Game) – Factory theatre ($16.50-
$20.50)
Gina Yashere – Factory theatre 
($28-$32)

Hannah Gadsby: The Cliff Young Shuffle 
– Enmore theatre ($22.50-$25)
Much Ado About Improv – Parade 
space ($33-$38)
The Musical of Musicals The Musical – 
Parade space ($45-$55)
Nick Sun (Joymeat) – Factory 
theatre ($20)
Puppy Fight Social Club – Factory 
theatre ($20)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore 
theatre ($34.90-$39.90)
Slumwog Millionaire – Factory 
theatre ($14-$23)
Tommy Bradson (When the Sex is 
Gone) – Factory theatre ($18-$20)
Saturday 8 May
Alexis Dubus: A Bl**dy Brief History of 
Swearing – Enmore theatre ($18-
$20)
Anthony Salame – Factory theatre 
($13.50-$22.40)
Ballsy, DeAnne Smith – Factory 
theatre ($22-$25)
Comedy Festival Showcase – sydney 
Comedy store ($15-$25)
Dave Eastgate (I Wish I Had a Band) 
– Factory theatre ($17)
Dead Cat Bounce – Factory theatre 
($20-$24)
Doubledog (The Ultimate Board 
Game) – Factory theatre ($16.50-
$20.50)
The Gigalees – Factory theatre 
($16)
Gina Yashere – Factory theatre 
($28-$32)
Hannah Gadsby: The Cliff Young 
Shuffle – Enmore theatre ($22.50-
$25)
Late Night Features @ Funny Little 
Creatures – Factory theatre ($20) 
Much Ado About Improv – Parade 
space ($33-$38)
The Musical of Musicals The Musical – 
Parade space ($45-$55)
Nick Sun (Joymeat) – Factory 
theatre ($20)
Puppy Fight Social Club – Factory 
theatre ($20)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore 
theatre ($34.90-$39.90)
Shane Matheson – Factory theatre 
($14-$17)
Slumwog Millionaire – Factory 
theatre ($14-$23)

Tommy Bradson (When the Sex is 
Gone) – Factory theatre ($18-$20)
Sunday 9 May
Dave Eastgate (I Wish I Had a Band) – 
Factory theatre ($17)
The Gigalees – Factory theatre ($16)
Mother of all Gales – Parade theatre 
($35-$38)
Nick Sun (Joymeat) – Factory theatre 
($20)
Puppy Fight Social Club – Factory 
theatre ($20)
Ross Noble (Things) – Enmore theatre 
($34.90-$39.90)
Shenanigans – Factory theatre ($17)

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS
Artereal Gallery
Carla Hananiah: Sublime until 1 May
Gary Smith: Refined until 1 May
wed – sat 11am-5pm  
747 Darling st, Rozelle. 9818 7473, 
www.artereal.com.au
Art Gallery of new South 
Wales
Archibald, Wynne and Sulman Prizes 
2010 until 30 May
ARTEXPRESS 2010 until 9 May
Colour, Rhythm, Design until 30 May
East meets West: from the archive of 
Flora Beresford until 30 apr
Hymn to Beauty: The Art of Utamaro 
until 2 May
Wilderness until 23 May
10am-5pm, 7 days a week.   
art after hours – every wed until 
9pm.  
art Gallery Rd, the Domain, sydney. 
9225 1744, www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au
Aquabumps Gallery
(see website) 
tue – sat. 10am to 6pm.  
151 Curlewis street, Bondi Beach. 
9130 7788, www.aquabumps.com
At The Vanishing Point 
BIOdiverseCity until 25 apr
No People until 16 May
thur 10am-8pm, Fri 10am-6pm,  
sat – sun 10am-5pm.  
565 King st, Newtown. 9519 2340, 
www.atthevanishingpoint.com.au
Australian Centre for 
Photography
Head On 30 apr – 5 Jun
My Favourite Australian 30 apr – 5 Jun
The Mirror Effect 30 apr – 5 Jun
tue – Fri 12pm–7pm,  
sat & sun 10am–6pm.  
257 Oxford st, Paddington.  
9332 1455, www.acp.org.au
The Australian Museum
Birds Exhibition permanent
Dinosaurs permanent
Indigenous australians permanent
Museum Mummy permanent
Planet of Minerals permanent
Surviving Australia permanent
Skeletons permanent
Mon – wed 6am-10pm,  
thur – Fri 6am-11pm,  
sat – sun 8am-11pm.  
70 Riley st, East sydney. 9361 4613, 
www.austmus.gov.au
Australian national Maritime 
Museum
Australia-America permanent
Eora First People permanent
Mythic Creatures until 23 May
Navigators permanent
Navy permanent
Sea Journeys permanent
Watermarks permanent
9.30am-5pm daily.  
2 Murray st, Darling harbour.  
9298 3777, www.anmm.gov.au
Breenspace
Nick Savvas until 5 Jun
tue – sat 11am-6pm.  
289 Young st, waterloo. 9690 0555, 
www.breenspace.com
China Heights Gallery
Faxhibition until 30 apr
sat – wed 12pm-5pm.  
257 Crown st, Darlinghurst. 
www.chinaheights.com

Craft nSW
Riches of the Earth until 26 Jul 
Mon – sun, 9.30am-5.30pm.  
Craft Nsw, 104 George st.  
9241 5825,  
artsandcraftsnsw.com.au
Customs House
Gary Heery: Endangered until 4 Jul
Mon – Fri 8am-12am,  
sat 10am-12am, sun 11am-5pm.  
31 alfred st, Circular Quay.  
9242 8551, www.cityofsydney.nsw.
gov.au/customshouse
Depot Gallery 
Just Add Water until 1 May
tue – sat 11am-6pm.  
2 Danks st, waterloo. 
www.2danksstreet.com.au
Dickerson Gallery 
Max Dupain & John Witzig: 50 Years 
of Australian Beach Culture until 
15 May 
tue – sat 11am-5.30pm.  
sun 1-5.30pm.  
34 Queen street, woollahra, 
sydney. 9363 3358,  
www.dickerson.gallery.com.au 
Gaffa Gallery
Faces of Middle East until 4 May
Food & Company until 4 May
Materialise 2 until 4 May
Mon – Fri 11am-6pm, sat 11-5pm.  
281 Clarence street, sydney.  
9283 4273, www.gaffa.com.au
Gallery 9 
Bradd Westmoreland: Night and Day 
until 8 May
wed – sat 11am-6pm.  
9 Darley st, Darlinghurst.  
9380 9909, www.gallery9.com.au
Global Gallery
Lynn Smith, Johanna Trainor, Dean 
Golja: Nexus until 9 May
wed – sat 11am–6pm,  
sun 12pm–4pm.  
5 Comber st, Paddington. 9360 
5728,  
www.globalgallery.com.au
Harrison Galleries
Elizabeth Wojciak until 6 May
Junk Go until 6 May
Lisa Tomasetti until 27 May
Loretta Quinn until 6 May
John Waters until 27 May
tue – Fri 10am-6pm,  
sat 10am-5pm.  
294 Glenmore Rd, Paddington.  
9380 7100,  
www.harrisongalleries.com.au
Justice & Police Museum
Sin City from 1 May
Mon – Fri 10am-5pm, daily in 
school holidays.  
Cnr Phillip & albert st, Circular 
Quay. 9252 1144
Macleay Museum
Macleay Reworked permanent
Makarr-garma: Aboriginal collections 
from a Yolnu perspective until 15 
May
Mirror Mirror until 2 May
Outlines - Koori Artefacts until 30 Jun
Mon – Fri 10am-4.30pm,  
sun 12pm-4pm.  
Gosper Ln, near the Footbridge 
st entrance to the University of 
sydney. 9036 5253
Museum of Contemporary 
Art 
We Call Them Pirates Out Here until 
29 aug
17th Biennale of Sydney: The Beauty 
of Distance (Songs of Survival in a 
Prearious Age) 12 May – 1 aug
10am-5pm daily.  
140 George st, the Rocks.  
9245 2400, www.mca.com.au
Museum of Sydney
Skint! Making do in the Great 
Depression until 25 July
Up the Cross: Rennie Ellis and Wesley 
Stacey until 8 aug
9.30am-5pm daily.  
37 Phillip st, sydney. 9251 5988,  
www.hht.net.au

nicholson Museum
Charles Nicholson: Man and Museum 
until Dec 2010
Classical Fantasies: The Age of Beauty 
until Dec 2010
Mon – Fri 10am-4.30pm,  
sun 12pm-4pm.  
southern entrance to the 
Quadrangle, the University of sydney. 
www.usyd.edu.au/museums
nG Art Gallery
Daniel Malecki 11 – 29 May
Steven Vella until 8 May
Susan O’Doherty: The Perfect Woman 
until 17 apr
tue – Fri 11am-10pm, sat 9am-10pm.  
Upper level, 3 Little Queen st, 
Chippendale. 9318 2992,  
www.ngart.com.au
nussinov Gallery
Micha Nussinov: Between the Layers 
until 1 – 23 May
wed – sun 11am-6pm.  
56 Cope street, Redfern.  
www.nussinovgallery.com.au, 
0413 592940
Powerhouse Museum
The 80s Are Back until late 2010
Student Fashion until 30 May
10am-5pm daily.  
500 harris st, Ultimo. 9217 0111, 
www.powerhousemuseum.com

HOT TIX
John Mayer: Battle 
Studies Tour
he breaks down in the middle 
of a concert, attacks other 
celebrities on twitter, dated or 
was it dating Jennifer aniston 
and oh wait what exactly does 
John Mayer do? that’s right, he’s 
a singer and a pretty good one 
at that too, and we are hoping 
to see more of that and less of 
celebrity-ville when he tours 
australia this year. with seven 
Grammy awards behind him, 
he’s come a long way from 
describing body parts as an 
amusement park. with aussie 
rock chick Orianthi of Michael 
Jackson’s This Is It fame opening 
the show, these hOt tIX are a 
must-have. 
8 May. 7.30pm.  
sydney Entertainment Centre, 
35 harbour st, Darling 
harbour. $89.50-$115.90.  
1300 883 622,  
www.ticketmaster.com.au
Theatre of Blood 
Graphic, blood-soaked and 
over the top horror was a 
staple of the Grand Guignol – a 
Parisian theatre that specialised 
in what was then considered 
naturalistic horror shows in the 
19th and 20th centuries. In its 
second installment, Newtown 
theatre brings back the 
tradition of the Grand Guignol 
to a 21st century audience who 
are just as enthralled by dark 
tales. Late-night horror served 
up in a bite-sized theatre platter. 
three plays in one bewitching 
hour. Theatre of Blood kicks 
off with Edgar allan Poe’s 
psychological thriller gone mad, 
The Tell-Tale Heart, a French 
classic The Torture Garden and 
a locally written black comedy 
Chocolate Curse. Maybe Edward 
and Bella could come by for a 
lesson. 
Fris from 30 apr. 11pm. 
Newtown theatre, Cnr King 
and Bray streets, Newtown. 
$15-$19. 8507 3034,  
www.newtowntheatre.com.au

BY MIss DEath, JaY Katz aND COFFIN ED 
Masterchef, fine dining, food critics, 
celebrity chefs. Gordon Ramsay’s Kitchen 
nightmares and degustation menus - 
they’ve all got a lot to answer for - especially 
when it comes to taking the fun and humour 
out of the local dining experience.
whatever happened to those tacky theme restaurants 
where the quality of the food was very much 
incidental and the whole emphasis was on the theatre 
that accompanied it? who could forget the immortal 
Dirty Dicks on sydney’s North shore where buxsom 
wenches served frothing mugs of beer and steaming 
plum pudding? Luckily ye olde night of medieval fun 
and feasting lives on as a kind of travelling road show 
working its way around the clubs and corporate gigs 
of Nsw, but without a permanent home. 
Back in the 70s and 80s, sydney boasted many such 
eateries, from funky atmospheric coffee houses to el 
cheapo diners that boarded on the absurd. the Mars 
Bar in sydney’s CBD was a true astronomical marvel, 
the walls adorned with galactic murals and the lighting 
designed to transport you (and your cappuccino) to a 
galaxy light years away. 
hidden away on the first floor of the agincourt hotel 
at Railway square was the Pinteresque experience 
known as the Bad taste Café where patrons were 
seated on kiddie furniture complete with vinyl Mickey 
Mouse place mats and plastic tumblers. Punters were 

warned that the staff would be deliberately rude and 
the service the complete opposite of any gourmet 
pretence. the only problem with this short lived 
enterprise was that the waiting crew were either 
too nice to be genuinely nasty or lacked the acting 
skills to behave like a bad tempered waiter at some 
snotty nosed French restaurant. Even the fast food 
industry has gone blander than bland when it comes 
to outfitting their takeway franchises. Long gone is the 
glossy chrome edged Happy Days décor of the 50s 
and 60s in favour of Gloria Jean style living rooms and 
dreary McCafe’s. america was once the home of the 
over the top, ridiculously themed, family restaurant 
and mercifully some of them still exist. sadly few have 
ever way found their way to australia to dot our 
highways and suburban malls. In the 1980s traditional 
Dutch windmills could be seen alongside many of 
the interstates that criss crossed america. On closer 
examination they housed a hamburger franchise 
known as the Little Dutch Inn where waitresses 
hobbled around in clunky clogs and the amsterdam 
with the Lot was the highlight of the menu. Imagine 
the thrill of coming across a roadside aussie version 
(Dirty Dirk hartog’s!), half way across the Nullabor! 
thankfully the Elvis Pizza restaurant lives on at 
Rushcutters Bay and the Grotto Capri at Kensington 
still provides that unique underwater experience but 
these days the emphasis is on fine rather than fun 
when it comes to dining out in sydney. 
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Ray Hughes Gallery
Franck’s Wild Years by Chayni Henry 
until19 May
Tue – Sat 10am-6pm.  
270 Devonshire St, Surry Hills.  
9698 3200,  
www.rayhughesgallery.com
Robin Gibson Gallery
Cash Brown and Chico Monks 1 – 26 
May
New Talent until 26 Apr
Tue – Sat 11am-6pm.  
278 Liverpool St, Darlinghurst.  
9331 6692, www.robingibson.net
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery
Tracey Moffatt: Plantation and Other 
until 1 May
Tue – Fri 10am-6pm, Sat 11am-6pm.  
8 Soudan Lane, Paddington.  
9331 1919,  
www.roslynoxley9.com.au
sarah cottier Gallery
Jan Van Der Ploeg until 1 May
Wed – Sat 11am-5pm.  
3 Neild Ave, Paddington. 9356 3305,  
www.sarahcottiergallery.com
sherman contemporary Art 
Foundation
Fiona Tan: Coming Home until 12 Jun
Wed – Sat 11am-5pm.  
16-20 Goodhope St, Paddington. 
9331 1112,  
www.sherman-scaf.org.au
s.H. Ervin Gallery
Salon Des Refusés until 23 May
Tue – Sun 11am-5pm.  
Watson Rd, Observatory Hill, The 
Rocks. 9258 0173,  
www.nsw.nationaltrust.org.au
stills Gallery
Anne Feran: Lost to Worlds until 15 
Aug
Ricky Maynard: Portraits of a Distant 
Land until 15 Aug
Sat 11am-6pm.  
36 Gosbell St, Paddington.  
www.stillsgallery.com.au/
White Rabbit Gallery
The Tao of Now until July 30
Thu – Sun 10am-6pm.  
30 Balfour Street Chippendale.  
8399 2867,  
www.whiterabbitcollection.org
Wilson street Gallery
Drawing until 9 May
Lifelines until 9 May
Wed – Sun 11am–6pm.  
30-34 Wilson St, Newtown.  
9516 3144,  
www.wilsonstreetgallery.com.au

TALKs & EVENTs

Australia’s Richest Radio 
Play Writing competition 
2010
With a prize package worth $6000 
for the top 4 scripts, it is no wonder 
that this is Australia’s richest 
competition in its genre. If you are an 
aspiring playwright with an opinion 
about contemporary issues faced by 
everyday Aussies, then get your pen 
to paper now.  
Entries close 30 June.  
www.dogwoodcrossing.com, 
46271131,  
email tedgibbons@bigpond.com
DigisPAA Digital Feature 
Film competition 
Calling all Aussie and Kiwi digital 
filmmakers. Here’s your chance to 
make the next big digital feature film. 
You won’t need to dig deep to enter, 
just a story worth telling and a good 
dose of passion in the tradition of 
great filmmaking will do. Films must 
be at least 70 minutes long and 
independently funded. 
Applications close 5pm, 17 Sep.  
www.spaa.org.au
DisAbility short Film 
competition
Make a five minute film for a chance 
to win $5000. And you will be 
doing it for a great cause - raising 

awareness for the need to focus on 
someone’s ability rather than their 
disability. There is no age limit, so get 
your minds and camcorders to work. 
Applications close 30 Jun.  
www.focusonability.com.au  
Recycle Your cartridges
Did you know that you can recycle 
your empty ink cartridges to 
produce pens, park benches and new 
printer cartridges? Find your nearest 
‘Cartridges 4 Planet Ark’ recycling 
bins and rescue our over-stressed 
planet one cartridge at a time. 
1 May – 1 Jul. 1800 2424 73,  
www.cartridges.planet.org, 
www.recyclingnearyou.com.au, 
www.zerowaste.org.au,

FEsTiVALs

Animania Festival 2010
Who didn’t love Hayao Miyazaki 
Ponyo last year? Although his films are 
embraced by the wider community, 
there is a lot about anime and 
Japanese pop culture that is still 
foreign to us. And here is an excellent 
opportunity to eradicate that. 
11 – 12 Sep.  
Australian Technology Park. 
Conference Centre, Bay 4 
Locomotive St, Eveleigh.  
$11.50-$25. www.animania.net.au
Eighties Film Festival 
What is it about the 80s and Aussies? 
Could it be that we can’t bear to 
see him mope around Sarah Jessica 
Parker on the red carpet for the 
rest of his after-Bueller life. Ahh... 
the nostalgia. Go relive it again you 
suckers! Line-up includes Risky 
Business, Breakdance, Return of the 
Living Dead, Breakfast Club and Ferris 
Bueller’s Day Off. 
Until 14 May.  
Chauvel Cinema. Paddington Town 
Hall, Cnr Oxford St & Oatley Rd, 
Paddington. $12. 9361 5398,
www.chauvelcinema.net.au
spanish Film Festival 
(see full preview)
5 – 16 May.  
Palace Academy Cinema.  
3a Oxford St, Paddington.  
Palace Norton Street Cinema, 99 
Norton Street, Leichhardt.  
$12-$50. 1300 306 776,  
www.boxoffice.mca-tix.com.au, 
www.spanishfilmfestival.com 

sydney comedy 
Festival: Much Ado About 
improv
In the style of television’s 
“Thank God You’re Here” and 
“Whose Line Is It Anyway?”, 
improv artists are taking it 
one step further by acting 
out spontaneous situational 
suggestions in Shakespearean 
vernacular. Think Theatresports 
gone lily-livered. No, wait we 
meant mad. If you are as clearly 
accustomed to Shakespearian 
dialect as we are, you’d be 
pleased to know that you 
don’t need to be a literary 
expert to enjoy this madcap 
improv comedy. (See full preview 
of the Theatresports National 
Championships.)
7 & 8 May. Parade Theatre 
(NIDA). 215 Anzac Parade, 
Kensington. $25-$33.  
1300 364 001,  
www.ticketek.com.au

sydney comedy Festival: 
The Axis of Awesome 
Comics with musical talents. Ladies 
meet Axis of Awesome, made up 
of a Jack Black look-alike (Jordon 
Raskopoulos), Chicken Little (Lee 
Naimo) and the mostly forgotten 
Ben (Benny Davies). Think Tim 

Minchin crossed with Flight of the 
Conchords. 
30 Apr & 1 May. 9pm.  
The Factory Theatre. $24-$28.  
9020 6966,  
www.sydneycomedyfest.com.au, 
www.factorytheatre.com.au

LiVE Music

Thursday 29 April
Basic – 202 Broadway (free)
Extended Family – Macquarie Hotel 
(free)
G3 – Marble Bar (free)
Hot Damn! – Spectrum ($10-$12)
Jazz: Cool for School – The Sound 
Lounge ($17.50)
Jordon Millar & the Question – Ravel, 
Macquarie Hotel ($15.90)
The Legends of Tower Power – The 
Basement ($35-$45)
The Scott Erichsen Quartet – 505 
($10-$15)
Steve Clisby – The Basement ($16)
Xavier Rudd, Izintaba – Enmore 
Theatre ($61.60)
Friday 30 April
Amy Meredith – Annandale Hotel 
($5)
Aslan Forum – Theatre ($64.50)
Botanics – Oxford Arts Factory 
($19.40)
Brown Sugar – Marble Bar (free)
Let There Be Rock – The Vanguard 
($22-$26)
MUM – World Bar ($15)
SIMA – Sound Lounge ($15-$25)
Purple Sneakers – Gladstone Hotel 
($12)
Steve Clisby – The Basement ($16)
Steve Hunter – 505 ($10-$15)
saturday 1 May
Creamfields – Entertainment 
Quarter ($113)
Dale Barlow Quartet – 505 ($10-
$15)
Eclipse Alley Five – Strawberry Hills 
Hotel (free)
Emma Dean, Brendan MacLean – 
Ravel, Macquarie Hotel ($13.80)
Jamrock – 202 Broadway ($15)
Tour De Dance – Oxford Art 
Factory ($15)
Wham! – The World Bar ($15)
sunday 2 May
Bill Dudley’s New Orleanians – 
Strawberry Hills Hotel (free)
Radio Social – World Bar ($5)
Wilco, Liam Finn – Factory Theatre 
($162.50) 
Tuesday 4 May
Clare Sadler, Gareth Taylor, Alan 
Paardekooper, Atillio Villegas –Ravel, 
Macquarie Hotel (free) 
Coyote Tuesday – The Gaff (free)
Peter Head – Harbour View Hotel 
(free)
Pop Panic – World Bar (free)
Tierney Sutton – The Basement ($37)
Wednesday 5 May
Driftwood Drones – Oxford Art 
Factory (free) 
Peter Head – Harbour View Hotel 
(free)
Renee Geyer – The Basement ($38)
The Wall – World Bar (free)
Wednesdays at 202 – 202 Broadway 
(free
Thursday 6 May
Andy Clockwise – Oxford Art 
Factory ($17.90)
Arkestra – Oxford Art Factory (free)
Basic – 202 Broadway (free)
Café Carnivale: Lupco Stojcevski 
Ensemble – Sound Lounge ($22-
$28)
The Cult – Big Top at Luna Park 
($113)
Hot Damn! – Spectrum ($10-$12)
Renee Geyer – The Basement ($38)
Rob Rhodes – The Vanguard ($15-
$17)
The Slew – Metro Theatre ($40)
Steve Edmonds Band – Annandale 
Hotel (free)

Friday 7 May
The Bamboos – Manning Bar 
($22.50-$30)
The Big British Sound – Metro 
Theatre ($29)
Blades – The Gaff (free)
Café Carnivale: Jalsa Creole – Eastside 
Arts ($28)
Chasing Light – Gaelic Theatre ($15)

Concert of Hope 
Remembering Michael 
Jackson: Harlem Gospel 
Choir – state Theatre 
($59-$109)
What’s better than listening 
to Michael Jackson’s greatest 
hits? Yep, listening to them in all 
their echoic gospel glory. Sung 
by the amazing singers from 
Harlem’s Black Churches, The 
Harlem Gospel Choir’s tribute 
will include the big ballads We 
Are The World, You Are Not Alone 
and other popular gospel songs 
like O Happy Day and Man From 
Galilee. Founder Allen Bailey 
opened for Jackson 5 when he 
was with the Commodores and 
first impressions go a long way. 
Personally, we look forward to 
the choir’s take on Jackson’s 
trickier songs like Billie Jean. 
Apparently there’s nothing this 
globe-trotting choir can’t sing. 
7 & 11 May.  
State Theatre, 49 Market St, 
Sydney. 9373 6655  
www.statetheatre.com.au, 
www.ticketmaster.com.au

Eve, Nino Brown – Trademark Hotel 
(free)
Genevieve Maynard & The Tallboys – 
The Vanguard ($20-$22)
Jeff Martin, Jay Cortez – The 
Basement ($40-$45)
Purple Sneakers – Gladstone Hotel 
($12)
Sin City – Lansdowne Hotel (free)
Snowdroppers – Spectrum ($15)
Spoon – Forum Theatre ($48)
Stickyfingers – Oxford Art Factory 
(free)
Tegan & Sara – The Big Top at Luna 
Park ($55)
saturday 8 May
28 Days – Gaelic Theatre ($20)
Aladdin – Jacksons on Georges (free)
Breakbot – Arthouse Hotel ($25)
Dawn Penn – Annandale Hotel ($43)
Don Walker & the SFs – Notes Live 
($30-$54)
Eclipse Allley Five – Strawberry Hills 
Hotel (free)
John Mayer – Sydney Entertainment 
Centre ($89.50-$115.90)
A Night at the Jazz Rooms, Dead 
Street Soul – The Basement ($25-
$30)
Old Man River – The Vanguard ($15-
$19)
The Shake Up – Oxford Art Factory 
(free)
Snowdroppers – Sandringham Hotel 
($13-$15)
Tortoise – Manning Bar ($48)
The Toxic Avenger – Oxford Art 
Factory ($20)
Wess Carr – Coogee Diggers ($15)
sunday 9 May
The Baddies – Sandringham Hotel 
(free)
Bill Dudley’s New Orleanians – 
Strawberry Hills Hotel (free)
Café Carnivale: Maria Yiakoulis – 
Riverside Theatres ($22-$28) 
Julian Casablancas – Metro Theatre 
($67.10)
Kirsty Larkin – Docks Hotel (free)
Old Man River – The Vanguard ($15-
$19)
Orianthi – Factory Theatre ($31.60)
Rock n Roll Keeps You Alive – 
Annandale Hotel ($12)

W H A T ’ S O N

cD Reviews
chris@alternativemediagroup.com

For more album reviews go to www.altmedia.net.au

ROKY ERicKsON WiTH 
OKKERViL RiVER - TRuE 
LOVE cAsTs OuT ALL EViL
Goodbye Sweet Dreams is the signature 
moment on True Love Casts Out All 
Evil, it is a classic Roky Erickson song: 
starting with a plucked acoustic guitar 
riff, then adding rumbling drums, some 
trademark Erickson vocals, the title a 
repeated mantra, and then kick in the 
electric guitars and bass into one big 
epic wall of sound ... bewdiful! Roky 
Erickson penned his classic You’re 
Gonna Miss Me at the tender age of 
15, fronted the legendary 13th Floor 
Elevators in the 60s, had a solo career 
in the 70s and 80s, before battling 
mental and physical illness for much 
of the last two decades. That he was 
capable of writing throughout that 
period and now performing is a feat of 
Lazarus-like proportions. To team him 
with Will Sheff and Okkervil River was 
an inspired choice. Erickson’s voice has 
lost some of its youthful roar, but it has 
been replaced with a depth and timbre 
born of a life lived, and the quieter 
country-rock moments like Be and 
Bring Me Home and blues-gospel of Ain’t 
Blues Too Sad are all the better for it. 
This is a remarkable album in so many 
ways. (CP)

     

cHAsE THE suN - 
REDNEcKs & GENTLEMEN
Chase the Sun are a hardworking band; 
they have criss-crossed the country 
numerous times in a tour bus, played 
at every blues festival you have ever 
heard of and then some; they have 
sweated and swaggered in rooms big 
and small ... all in the name of the blues. 
These three gentlemen certainly have 
earned their stripes the old way. With 
that in mind one can only wonder if 
the title of their second album isn’t the 
opening line they might like to use on 
occasion when they take to the stage 
and welcome their audience. Rednecks 
& Gentlemen is equal parts blues, funk, 
thunk and rock. Back catalogues of 
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Van Halen, Hendrix, 
Zeppelin and anyone else who got a 
write up in Guitar Player magazine 
in the 80s all come to mind as you 
journey the Chase the Sun universe. 
Sweet Candy stands out, both as a slice 
of slow-burning down and dirty blues 
and because of Jan Rynsaardt’s Tom 
Waits-ian vocal effort; to hear him go 
from this to a David Lee Roth/Eddie 
Van Halen Hot for Teacher moment 
in the next track Living Free is slightly 
disconcerting to say the least. The amps 
go to 11, the bars to 12. (CP)

   

THE scOTcH OF sAiNT 
JAMEs - ViGiLANTE NEcKTiE 
PARTY
The kind of rock that The Scotch of 
Saint James make has not enjoyed 
popularity since the early 90’’s. Instead 
of aiming at feaux-stadium idiotics or 
post-Stones riffage, these guys have 
tapped into the type of suave, dark-
eyed rock n’ roll that was explored 
by so many of our fore-fathers of the 
underground. Take Square Eyes, whose 
pounding drum intro instantly harkens 
to Paul Kelly & The Coloured Girls’ 
Dumb Things and feels almost like the 
devil’s twin of the Go-Between’s Spring 
Rain. Things are ramped up a little to 
Living-End sort of proportions with 
Blue Plastic Spoon, and then the the 
stoner riffs come out for The Happy 
Peacock, the album’s best track with 
its satisfyingly psychedelic groove, 
Revolution-style fuzz guitar and chaotic 
crux. There’s nothing overtly fascinating 
or new going on here, but occasionally 
these guys do push the bar just far 
enough to grab your attention, such as 
the largely instrumental rhapsody Oliver, 
where they show off their finest noise 
skills and Manchester vocals. It’s not a 
bad brew, all told. (AR)

   

THE BEAuTiFuL GiRLs - 
sPOOKs
What is it about the Beautiful Girls 
that resonates so strongly with people? 
Certainly in their moderately main-stay 
career they have garnered a wide 
audience with their coconut-oil infused 
dubby pop. It seems like they have 
achieved major respect for peddling 
a style of music that can at best be 
described as quaint and like-able 
feel-good reggae, and at worst, well, 
Rastafarian beach-combing tedium. 
Leader Matt McHugh has pursued 
a solo career in the break between 
Beautiful Girls albums, to some acclaim. 
His return to centre stage as the singer 
of this group seems to have offered 
no musical adventures; here we have 
a soft-edged collection of songs, lightly 
bubbling along, peppered with clean 
brass stabs and staccato guitar work. 
The band is tight, no question - their 
carefully controlled synth sweeps and 
bobbing guitar lines fit the bill. But really, 
there’s nothing new here - McHugh’s 
blissed out delivery leaves one feeling 
too chilled, too complacent to be 
interesting. This mindset is aptly put in 
10:10; “it seems like we’ve been on this 
journey for way too long”. (AR)
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AN EDUcATioN Sixteen-
year-old Jenny is fulfilling her 
father’s dream for her to go to 
oxford University until she meets 
a much older David, with whom 
her daydreams are tangible. Nick 
Hornby’s adaptation of Lynn Barber’s 
memoir is a seductive miseducation 
of an adolescent life.  (KS)
A ProPHET Grim, gritty, violent, 
and almost entirely set in a prison, A 
Prophet is by no means a glorification 
of crime and neither is it a seat-of-
the-pants action thriller with twists 
and turns at every corner. Yet it is 
about criminals and it is a thriller, but 
within a slow human drama that is as 
much about growth and friendship 
as it is about organised crime and 
power. (mG)
A sErioUs mAN The Coen 
brothers have produced another 
gem with A Serious Man. Following 
feckless physics professor Larry 
Gopnick’s struggles with family, work 
and marriage, the film is a masterly 
black comedy exploring questions 
of faith, family, mortality, academia 
and everything in between. Hilarious 
and profound, this is one not to be 
missed. (KB)
AWAY WE Go, the antithesis 
of Sam mendes’ melancholic back 
catalogue, sees verona (maya 
Rudolph) and Burt (The Office’s John 
Krasinki) travel across America in 
search of a home for their unborn 
child. Rudolph and Krasinki’s zany 
rapport will illicit laughs. (JH) 
THE BLiND siDE is inspired 
by the life of NFL linesman 
michael ohler. it’s a mawkish and 
ideologically questionable sporting 
drama, enlivened only by Sandra 
Bullock’s career-best performance. 
(ABo)
THE BooK oF ELi, directed by 
Allen and Albert Hughes, is the story 
of one man’s journey to protect 
one of mankind’s most sacred texts. 
With powerful ideals and heavyset 
references, this film unfortunately 
becomes repetitive. (BLR)
THE BoUNTY HUNTEr 
in this romantic reimagining 
of genre classic Midnight Run, a 
fugitive reporter (Jennifer Aniston) 
tries to allude her bounty hunter 
ex-husband (Gerard Butler). 
Perfunctory plot aside, this playful 
offering works when the leads are 
given enough space to chew the 
scenery. (JH)

BrAN NUE DAE Flimsy plot 
elements aside, this vibrant and fun-
filled outback adventure jaunt about 
an indigenous boy’s return home from 
a religious mission in 1965 has a lot to 
recommend it. Worth it for genuinely 
toe-tapping tunes and the spectacular 
visual beauty of Broome itself. (Sm)
BriGHT sTAr The story of John 
Keats’ and Fanny Brawne’s tragic love 
is beautifully told in Jane Campion’s 
latest feature Bright Star. Abbey 
Cornish and Ben Wishaw shine with 
authenticity as the two lovers and 
evoke genuine empathy in this true, 
Romantic tragedy. (NG)
BroTHErs A film about love, war, 
betrayal, death and family, Brothers is a 
deeply emotional film. it doesn’t set 
itself on happy endings but with strong 
performances and some solid themes 
it is still a rather enjoyable experience. 
(AG)
cirQUE DU FrEAK: THE 
VAmPirEs AssisTANT, 
directed by Paul Weitz, follows 
Darren Shan (Chris massoglia), as 
he is recruited, perhaps unwillingly, 
into the vampire world by Larten 
Crepsley (John C. Reilly) in order to 
protect him from the fate that awaits 
him. Tossing and turning between 
moralities, immortality, love and the 
underworld, this new take on the 
vampire ideology brings more than 
just teeth to the table. (BLR)
cLAsH oF THE TiTANs This 
action epic remaster of the 1981 
story follows Perseus, mortal son of 
Zeus, as he embarks on the journey 
to stop Hades and his minions from 
taking over humanity and the heavens. 
Suspend your disbelief and buckle up 
for this extreme feast of visual effects. 
(AG) 
coLD soULs in Sophie Barthes’ 
existential farce Cold Souls, abject 
actor Paul Giamatti (playing himself) 
has his soul removed to escape the 
emotional demands of his latest role. 
Also starring David Strathairn and 
Dina Korzun, few films are this funny 
or pensive. (JH)
DAYBrEAKErs The latest 
offering to vampire lovers, Daybreakers, 
is set in 2017 where most of the 
world’s population have become 
vampires and humans have been 
farmed virtually to extinction. The 
last hope for humanity rests on the 
brooding shoulders of ethan Hawke. 
(ABr)
From PAris WiTH LoVE is 

not a movie with strong character 
depth and an engrossing story. What is 
provided however is pure off the wall 
action and it comes in spades. Don’t 
pay too much attention to plot and 
enjoy this summer shooter. (AG)
THE GirL WiTH THE 
DrAGoN TATToo Since this 
is a Swedish production of a darker-
than-you-expect bestseller, i had high 
expectations that it wasn’t going to 
be another Da Vinci Code (shudder). 
Larsson set the director a hard task: 
a film’s length just couldn’t permit all 
his minutiae and extreme detail, which 
meant the opening and closing scenes 
were unfulfilling and much of the book 
was omitted. But the mid-section was 
riveting. (RK)
THE HUrT LocKEr A 
refreshing portrayal of the iraq War, 
this is one of the best films based 
on the conflict to date – a stellar 
showcase of intense action and 
suspense while exploring a fascinating 
insight into the psyche of the 
American soldier. (AG)
iN THE LooP Bureaucracy and 
international politics are skilfully 
thrashed in this black comedy about 
UK-US alliances during the lead up to 
a fictional middle east invasion. infused 
with cynicism, dry British humour and 
plenty of punch, In the Loop is political 
satire at its sharpest. (LRu)
iNVicTUs South Africa’s new 
president, Nelson mandela, enlists 
the Springboks rugby team, abhorred 
for evoking the nation’s racist past, to 
help reconcile his people. morgan’s 
nuanced portrayal of mandela is pitch-
perfect, while Clint eastwood’s ‘no 
bull’ direction offers heart and sports 
spectacle. (JH)
KicK-Ass As masked vigilante 
Kick-Ass, teenager Dave (Aaron 
Johnson) trades blows with the 
mafia. Wonderfully depraved, bitingly 
funny, yet sweet; Kick-Ass proves that 
legitimate superhero films don’t have 
to be dour or humourless – they can 
also be a helluva lot of fun! (JH) 
THE LAsT sTATioN Love, 
religion, sexuality and honour play 
out in this theatrical tale of Leo 
Tolstoy’s last days. The acting is great 
across the board but hinges on 
stellar performances by Christopher 
Plummer (Tolstoy) and Helen mirren 
(his wife of 48 years). (AF)
LAW ABiDiNG ciTiZEN if you 
can manage to leave your brain at the 
door for the sometimes ridiculous 

plot, Law Abiding Citizen is a fairly 
enjoyable thriller that showcases a 
father taking revenge for the murder 
of his wife and daughter. (AG)
THE LoVELY BoNEs in Peter 
Jackson’s adaptation, 14-year old Susie 
Salmon watches from Heaven as 
her grief-stricken family struggles to 
cope with her brutal murder. Based 
on Alice Sebold’s novel, hackneyed 
spiritualism prevents this gorgeously 
visual film from being a truly cathartic 
experience. (JH)
THE mEN WHo sTArE AT 
GoATs Walking through walls and 
killing goats by simply starring at them 
are just some of the psychic weapons 
used by the U.S. military’s New earth 
Army. Sounds kooky? Well, it is a 
kooky kind of a movie except that it 
flaunts a dream cast and is based on a 
true story. (KS)
mY oNE AND oNLY in what is 
more than an average ‘road-trip’ story, 
Anne Devereaux whisks her two sons 
Robbie and George around America 
to find herself a new husband and 
unexpectedly finds instead, that she 
doesn’t need one. (NG)
NANNY mcPHEE AND THE 
BiG BANG When the Green’s are 
at risk of losing their family farm, the 
magical Nanny mcPhee turns up to 
help out. So ensues the tale of Nanny 
mcPhee and the Big Bang, a solid kids 
movie enough straightforward laughs 
to keep you watching happily to the 
end. (LHe)
NoWHErE BoY Sam Taylor-
Wood’s charismatic biopic Nowhere 
Boy meditates on John Lennon’s 
rollicking teenage years prior to the 
genesis of the Beatles. Newcomer 
Aaron Johnson gives a spirited 
performance, investing the rock and 
roll icon with irreverence, pathos and 
lad humour. (JH)
PrEcioUs Based on the 1996 
novel Push by Harlem poet Sapphire, 
Precious is a hard knocks with heart 
tale following an illiterate, overweight 
and pregnant teenager. Honeycombed 
with fantastical escapism, and straying 
stylistically somewhere between 
Dangerous Minds and a gritty, 
heartrending reality, Precious works 
best in the latter. A diamond in the 
rough. (AB)
THE PriVATE LiVEs oF 
PiPPA LEE The enigmatic title 
character (Robin Wright Penn) is 
forced by a drastic change in lifestyle 
to reflect on her dysfunctional 

upbringing. This film works best when 
it trades melodrama for oddball 
humour. (JH)
THE roAD John Hillcoat’s 
adaptation of Cormac mcCarthy’s 
The Road is a bleak, post-apocalyptic 
story of a father and son struggling 
for survival in a world on the brink of 
death. its sparse and eerie landscapes 
make the perfect setting for the 
ultimate question, is survival enough? 
(KB)
sEPArATioN ciTY is in 
essence a comedy drama about 
romantic relationships in all their 
dysfunctionality – from the old shtick 
of the wife who finds her philandering 
husband in a compromising position 
with some blonde bimbo, to the wife 
who tells her husband she’s actually 
a lesbian. At times predictable, it does 
make you think about the high price 
of keeping love going, while staying 
light and funny. (mG)
sHErLocK HoLmEs With a 
deft flick of the wrist Guy Ritchie 
scuttles all of Holmes’ ‘stiff upper lip’ 
incarnations. Robert Downey Jr can 
streetfight and mud-sling along with 
the gnarliest of Lock Stock geezers 
– except with charm and a fierce 
intellect to boot. A fun take on one of 
literature’s best ever bromances. (AB)
THE ToPP TWiNs An utterly 
endearing biopic laying bare the lives 
of kiwi entertainment icons: the Topp 
Twins. Funny, touching and inspiring 
portrait of the all singing, all dancing 
lesbian twin sisters. Go see this and 
let them yodel their way into your 
hearts. (ABr)
UP iN THE Air Ryan Bingham 
(George Clooney) is a travelling 
businessman whose busy lifestyle 
keeps him distracted from reality 
until the company’s keen upstart, 
Natalie i type with a purpose Keener 
(Anna Kendrick) comes along and 
thoroughly disrupts his routine. (NG)
THE ViNTNEr’s LUcK 
Based loosely on the novel by Kiwi 
writer elizabeth Knox, it follows 
one sandy-haired man and his satin 
sheet-clad angel in 1800s Bordeaux. 
What would’ve been an interesting 
and mildly believable tale of not only 
eking out an existence on the land but 
yielding poetry from it becomes an 
over-fermented piece of froth thanks 
to the angel. (AB)
WELcomE To reunite with his 
girlfriend in england, an iraqi teenager 
plots to swim the english Channel 

with the reluctant help of a cynical 
French swimming instructor. Don’t 
let the washed-out colours fool you; 
there’s tenderness in this rare human 
experience. (JH)
THE WHiTE riBBoN 
(GErmAN: DAs WEißE 
BAND) one the eve of World 
War i, a German village experiences 
a number of bizarre incidents. Using 
masterful restraint, Director michael 
Haneke provides a perverse sense of 
satisfaction in being continually strung 
out by the film’s slew of titillating 
enigmas. (JH)
THE WoLFmAN Although 
altering from the original story of 
the first Wolf man, this lycanthropic 
tale still tries to carry the same level 
of horror and haunting sadness that 
captivated horror fans worldwide. A 
fur clad, fanged, modern day monster 
movie. (AeB)
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Cinema Paris 
Building 215, ph. 9332 1633
entry via Lang Road on Bent 
Street, moore Park, www.
hoyts.com.au
GEorGE sT 
ENTErTAiNmENT 
comPLEx
505 George St. Sydney
Ph: 9273 7431
mArKET ciTY 
rEADiNG ciNEmA 
Level 3, 9-13 Hay St, 
Haymarket, 9280 1202, www.
readingcinemas.com.au
PALAcE AcADEmY 
TWiN
3a oxford Street, Paddington, 
9361 4453
Palace Norton St
99 Norton St. Leichhardt
Ph: 9550 0122  www.
palacecinemas.com.au
PALAcE VEroNA
17 oxford Street, Paddington, 
9360 6099
rANDWicK riTZ 
ciNEmA 
39-47 St. Pauls St Randwick, 
9399 5722, www.ritzcinema.
com.au

YoUr LocAL 
scrEENs

Based on the diaries of Queensland miner, Captain 
oliver Woodward, Beneath Hill 60 is a sweaty, 
intense WWi film that unearths the tale of nearly 
5000 Australian civil miners who were called in 
to dig tunnels beneath enemy lines. The big daddy 
of all these tunnels was under Hill 60 - which 
ended up being the site of the largest explosion 
the world had ever known. Brendan Cowell is 
spot on as oliver Woodward, a mining engineer 
who though initially unwilling to sign up for duty, 
ends up a commanding officer on the Western 
Front. Woodward is smart and likeable; a man 
with heart who knows how to gain the respect 
of other men. equally as captivating is Steve Le 
marquand as Sergeant Bill Fraser - the rock who 
protects the ‘kids’ and keeps the team together. 
The mine scenes are dirty, claustrophobic and 
well staged, assisted wonderfully by the sound, 
and the carnage-ravaged forays to the surface 
are frighteningly evocative. This film acts as an 
important reminder of the horrors of war, as well 
as the courage, camaraderie and sacrifice of those 
involved. (AF)

BENEATH HILL 60

http://www.eventcinemas.com.au
http://www.hoyts.com.au
http://www.dendy.com.au/newtown
http://www.hoyts.com.au
http://www.hoyts.com.au
http://www.readingcinemas.com.au
http://www.readingcinemas.com.au
http://www.palacecinemas.com.au
http://www.palacecinemas.com.au
http://www.ritzcinema


F R E E W I L L A S T R O L O G Y

By RoB BRezsny

aARIES (March 21-April 19): 
“In a recipe for salsa 

published recently, one of the 
ingredients was misstated, due to 
an error,” said an apology run by 
a local newspaper. “The correct 
ingredient is ‘2 tsp. of cilantro’ 
instead of ‘2 tsp. of cement.’” This 
is an example of the kind of miscue 
you should be alert for in your own 
life during the coming week, Aries. 
As long as you pay close attention 
and spot the tiny booboos as they 
arise, you won’t end up dipping your 
chips into a gritty, gravely mess.

bTAURUS (April 20-May 20): 
A little knowledge can 

be dangerous. I constantly 
meet people who have boxed 
themselves into tight spots by 
misusing their smattering of 
astrological information. There’s 
no better example of this than 
the superstition about Mercury 
retrograde, which is supposedly 
a bad time to begin anything new. 
During one such period last year, 
an acquaintance of mine decided to 
delay accepting a dream job offer 
as editor of a magazine. By the 
time Mercury returned to normal, 
the magazine had hired another 
applicant. I wish I’d have known, 
because I would have told her what 
I’ll tell you: some of America’s 
biggest, most enduring Fortune 500 
companies began when Mercury 
was retrograde, including Disney, 
Goodyear, and Boeing. The moral 
of the story: of all the signs of the 
zodiac, it’s most important that 
you Tauruses don’t worry about 
launching new projects during the 
current Mercury retrograde.

CGEMINI (May 21-June 20): 
 Would you really prefer 

it if you had no problems? Do 
you imagine you’d enjoy life 
more if everything was pure fun 
and smoothly easy? Here’s an 
astrological perspective: People 
who have an over-abundance 
of positive aspects in their natal 
horoscopes often turn out to be 
lucky but lazy bums who never 
accomplish much. so I say, be 
thankful for the complications 
that are visiting you. I bet they 
will make a man out of you if 
you’re a woman, or a woman out 
of you if you’re a man. If you’re 
white, they’ll help you get blacker, 
and if you’re black, they’ll make 
you whiter. Catch my drift? As 
you do your best to solve the 
knotty riddle, you’ll become better 
balanced and more versatile than 
folks who are rarely challenged.

dCANCER (June 21-July 22): 
Here’s the most important 

rule for you in the coming week: 
Keep your eyes fixed on a vision 
of your shining destiny. If you do, 
you’ll be unflappable, indefatigable, 
and irrepressible. your luck will 
be so crazy good it’ll be almost 
spooky. noble deeds you did in the 
past will finally bring the rewards 
you deserve. Allies will conspire 
to assist you, sometimes in ways 
you couldn’t have predicted. I’m 
not exaggerating, Cancerian. If you 
stay focused on the highest prize, 
you’ll live a charmed life. 

eLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): 
In 1990, my rock band 

World entertainment War played 
at a san Francisco nightclub on 
the same bill as the Beatnigs, an 
assemblage fronted by Michael 
Franti. Their avant-garde industrial 
music featured band members 
rhythmically hitting a steel bar 
with a power saw and slapping 
a long chain against a piece of 
sheet metal hanging from the back 
wall. Fast-forward to 2009, when 
Franti’s latest band spearhead 
released a catchy romantic pop 
ditty titled “say Hey (I Love you),” 
which reached number 18 on the 
Billboard Hot 100 chart. I predict 
a comparable development for 
you in the next six months, Leo: 
moving from a state of raw, dark, 
obscure power to a state of bright, 
refined, accessible power.

fVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
Mangosteens and 

rambutans are exotic fruits that 
grow in faraway places. The 
mangosteen is creamy and purple, 
with a peachy citrus taste, while 
the rambutan is like a big hairy red 
grape. This is a perfect moment, 
astrologically speaking, to invite 
them into your mouth. Likewise, 
the time is right for you to 
consider welcoming other colorful, 
striking, and foreign elements 
into your life. so maybe consider 
making friends with a Paraguayan 
acrobat. sing Vietnamese folk 
songs. Read the memoirs of an 
Iranian exile. exchange conspiracy 
theories with an Icelandic fairy.

gLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 
22):  A reader named 

emory proposes that we add a 
new meme to the cultural lexicon: 
interpersonal intellectual orgasm. 
Here’s how he describes it: “It 
happens when your conversation 
with another person becomes so 
intense that nothing else matters 
except the dialog you’re creating 
together. The two of you are so in-
tune, so intellectually bonded, that 
the sensation is almost like making 
love. For that time, it’s like that 
person is in you and you are in 
that person; you are one because 
you understand each other so 
completely.” I bring this to your 
attention, Libra, because you’re in 
a phase of your astrological cycle 
when the interpersonal intellectual 
orgasm is far more likely than 
usual to occur.

hSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 
21):  Unlike people 

who cheat on their mates, 
polyamorists carry on two or 
more intimate relationships but 
don’t lie about it. Their lovers 
know about each other and have 
agreed to the arrangement. I 
applaud those who have the 
inclination to pull off this tricky 
work, even though I personally 
couldn’t manage it. Handling 
just a single intense bond takes 
improbable amounts of my 
ingenuity. If I were trying to 
weave my fate together with more 
than one partner, I wouldn’t have 
any energy left over to write these 
horoscopes or do anything else. 
How about you, scorpio? you’re 
in a phase when splitting your 

attention might be tempting, not 
just in regards to your love life 
but in other areas, too. Whether 
that’s the right thing to do, I can’t 
say. Here’s what I do know: you 
can either go deeper or wider, but 
not both.

iSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec. 21): “never bear more 

than one trouble at a time,” wrote 
author and clergyman edward 
everett Hale. “some people bear 
three kinds -- all they have had, 
all they have now, and all they 
expect to have.” That’s good 
advice for you, sagittarius. Please 
just stick to the trouble you have, 
and drop the other two kinds. 
There’s no need to fill up your 
beautiful head with extra torment. 
Besides, you’re much more likely 
to wrestle the current trouble into 
submission if you’re not weighted 
down by unnecessary extras.

jCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 
19): What excites you? 

What makes you itch with a 
longing to be surprised? What 
fills you to the brim with curiosity 
and an agitated sense of wonder? 
you may not know even half 
of what you could potentially 
realize about these matters. Have 
you ever sat down and taken a 
formal inventory? Have you ever 
dedicated yourself to figuring out 
all the things that would inspire 
you most? Do it sometime soon, 
please; attend to this glorious 
task. According to my reading 
of the omens, it’s prime time to 
do so.

kAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 
18): It’s a good thing 

Margaret Mitchell suffered a 
broken ankle back in 1925. 
she got so bored as she lay 
around the house recuperating 
that she started writing a book. 
eventually it blossomed into the 
423,000-word blockbuster Gone 
with the Wind, which sold 30 
million copies and won her the 
Pulitzer Prize. Judging from 
your current astrological omens, 
Aquarius, I suspect that you 
too may soon be offered an 
opportunity disguised as a ho-
hum problem. 

lPISCES (Feb. 19-March 
20): I was pleased when I 

discovered a website with a video 
of quirky songstress Cat Power 
singing David Bowie’s iconic song 
“space oddity.” I love her, I love 
Bowie, and I love the tune. And 
yet a wave of disappointment 
broke over me when I realized, 30 
seconds into the performance, that 
it was actually a car commercial. 
I felt duped. Appalled. outraged. 
Any pleasure I’d gotten from the 
experience was ruined. Don’t be 
like me, Pisces. you, too, may 
soon receive a blessing that has 
some minor annoyance. Don’t 
overreact like me. Look past the 
blemish and enjoy the gift. 

Homework: Practicing 
unconditional love is the toughest, 
most heroic task of all. Here’s my 
attempt to get better at it:  
http://bit.ly/WorldKiss.  
Can I see yours?
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